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Review

Vanadium-Based Nanomaterials: A Promising Family 
for Emerging Metal-Ion Batteries

Xiaoming Xu, Fangyu Xiong, Jiashen Meng, Xuanpeng Wang, Chaojiang Niu, 
Qinyou An,* and Liqiang Mai*

The emerging electrochemical energy storage systems beyond Li-ion 
batteries, including Na/K/Mg/Ca/Zn/Al-ion batteries, attract extensive interest 
as the development of Li-ion batteries is seriously hindered by the scarce lithium 
resources. During the past years, large amounts of studies have focused on the 
investigation of various electrode materials toward emerging metal-ion bat-
teries to realize high energy density, high power density, and a long cycle life. 
In particular, vanadium-based nanomaterials have received great attention. 
Vanadium-based compounds have a big family with different structures, chemical 
compositions, and electrochemical properties, which provide huge possibilities 
for the development of emerging electrochemical energy storage. In this review, a 
comprehensive overview of the recent progresses of promising vanadium-based 
nanomaterials for emerging metal-ion batteries is presented. The vanadium-
based materials are classified into four groups: vanadium oxides, vanadates, 
vanadium phosphates, and oxygen-free vanadium-based compounds. The 
structures, electrochemical properties, and modification strategies are discussed. 
The structure–performance relationships and charge storage mechanisms are 
focused on. Finally, the perspectives about future directions of vanadium-based 
nanomaterials for emerging energy storage devices are proposed. This review will 
provide comprehensive knowledge of vanadium-based nanomaterials and shed 
light on their potential applications in emerging energy storage.
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to meet the sustainable development. 
Increasing the electricity generation ratio 
by renewable energy and replacing the 
fuel vehicles by electric vehicles are gen-
eral trends in the future.[1,2] Energy storage 
systems, especially electrochemical energy 
storage (EES) devices, including lithium-
ion batteries (LIBs), emerging metal-ion 
batteries and supercapacitors, play cru-
cial roles on the realization of above two 
targets.[3–10] On the one hand, the electric 
vehicles powered by LIBs have realized 
commercialization, but the endurance 
mileage and charge rate are still not sat-
isfactory compared with fuel vehicles. 
Power batteries with higher energy density 
and power density are highly desired.[11–13] 
On the other hand, since the features of 
discontinuity and irregularity of renewable 
energy, a large-scale energy storage system 
is necessary for the efficient storage and 
utilization of the generated electricity.[3,4] 
Considering the limited lithium resource 
and increased cost, LIBs are not a good 
choice for large-scale energy storage 
system.[14,15] Replacing Li+ by more abun-
dant charge transfer ions, such as Na+, 

Mg2+, and Zn2+, is considered as an effective approach to resolve 
the above limitations, which has inspired a booming research 
wave of emerging battery technology beyond LIBs in recent 
years, including sodium-ion batteries (SIBs), potassium-ion 
batteries (PIBs), magnesium-ion batteries (MIBs), calcium-ion 
batteries (CIBs), zinc-ion batteries (ZIBs), and aluminum-ion 
batteries (AIBs).[6,10,14–30]

Scientifically, electrode materials are the key components of 
a battery; the voltage gap between cathode and anode, and the 
amount of charge carriers that can be stored by the electrodes 
are determinant for the energy density.[4,31] Besides, the diffu-
sion rate and kinetics of ions in the solid phase of electrodes 
together with the intrinsic electric conductivity of the electrode 
materials are highly significant for the power density.[32,33] 
Na/K-ion batteries have the similar electrochemical reaction 
mechanisms with that of LIBs, but their larger ionic radius 
results in more sluggish diffusion kinetic and severer structure 
degradation of the electrodes.[14–17,20] Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+, and Al3+ 
are multivalent compared with alkali metal ions, which also 
suffer from sluggish diffusion in the solid phase due to the 
strong electrostatic interaction.[25,27] As a result, conventional 

1. Introduction

The greatly increased energy consumption in the past decades 
has pushed the transformation of the world energy landscape 
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Li-storage electrodes are basically not applicable for these new 
battery systems. Exploring suitable electrode materials is a 
key task for the development and application of the emerging 
battery systems.

In the past years, a large number of new electrode materials 
with different crystal structures, chemical compositions, and 
microscopic morphologies have been reported. Nanostructured 
materials have the unique advantages in energy storage, such 
as shorter ion diffusion distance, larger surface area and better 
stress release.[34–40] Especially, vanadium-based nanomaterials 
have attracted enormous interests for the emerging EES, even 
though their practical application in LIBs was unfavorable 
after studying for more than 40 years.[41,42] Vanadium has rich 
valence states varying from +2 to +5 when used as battery 
electrodes, which means that multielectrons transfer can be 
realized and a high capacity can be achieved. Besides, since the 
rich valence states of vanadium, vanadium-based family has a 
large number of members with different compositions, crystal 
structures, and electrochemical properties.[43] Figure 1 shows 
the crystal structures of typical vanadium-based electrodes. As 
the variations of chemical composition and valence state of 
vanadium, the crystal phases show diverse structures, including 
layered structure, quasilayered structure, 3D tunnel structure, 
chain-like structure and rock salt structure, which result in the 
versatile properties of vanadium-based compounds. The diver-
sity in structure and properties of such a big family provides 
huge possibilities and choices for the investigation of electrode 
materials for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Whittingham group has performed a lot of pioneering 
works on vanadium-based materials for LIBs, and has also 
made important reviews before 2010.[43–45] In recent years, we 

also note that several reviews that focused on the Li+ storage 
properties of vanadium-based nanomaterials or specific one 
vanadium-based compound for energy related applications have 
been published.[46–57] However, a review article which compre-
hensively summarizes the vanadium-based nanomaterials 
family, and focuses on the special merits of their applications 
for emerging metal-ion batteries is still lacking. Considering 
that enormous and exciting new results about vanadium-based 
nanomaterials for metal-ion batteries beyond lithium have been 
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Figure 1. Crystal structures of typical vanadium-based electrodes. The gray 
balls represent V atoms; red balls represent O atoms; purple balls repre-
sent alkali metal ions; green balls represent Ca ions; pink balls represent 
P atoms; yellow balls represent S atoms and blue balls represent N atoms.
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achieved in recent years, a review about this topic and scope is 
timely and important at present.

In this work, we aim to give a comprehensive overview about 
vanadium-based nanomaterials family with emphasis on the 
important advances obtained recently about their applications 
in emerging metal-ion batteries, which we believe would pro-
vide essential knowledge for the further development of both 
vanadium-based nanomaterials and next-generation energy 
storage systems. This review is organized as follows: after a 
brief introduction of emerging EES and vanadium-based nano-
materials in Section 1, a detailed classification of vanadium-
based electrodes is presented in Section 2. After that, based 
on the classification of vanadium-based electrodes, the pro-
gresses of vanadium oxides, vanadates, vanadium phosphates 
and other oxygen-free vanadium-based nanomaterials for 
emerging metal-ion batteries are discussed and summarized 
in Sections 3–6, respectively. Finally, a summary and an out-
look are provided in Section 7 about the future development of 
vanadium-based nanomaterials for emerging EES.

2. Classification of Vanadium-Based Electrode 
Materials

Owing to its rich valence states, vanadium can composite 
with many other anions and cations to form varieties of vana-
dium-based compounds, such as vanadium oxides, vanadium 
carbides, vanadium nitrides, vanadium sulfides, vanadium 
phosphates and metal vanadates, thus resulting in a big family 
of vanadium-based materials. Among them, vanadium oxides, 

vanadium phosphates and metal vanadates have been paid 
great attentions for electrochemical energy storage in the past 
decades, while the investigations about vanadium carbides, 
nitrides and sulfides were mainly centered on recent years. 
Considering the big family with a large number of members 
of vanadium-based electrode materials, an appropriate clas-
sification is necessary. In this review, based on the features 
in structure and electrochemical properties, we classified the 
vanadium-based electrode materials into four groups: vana-
dium oxides, vanadates, vanadium phosphates, and oxygen-free 
vanadium-based compounds (Figure 2).

Vanadium oxides are the most common phases among 
vanadium-based compounds. With the variation of the valence 
states of vanadium, vanadium oxides possess several variants, 
mainly including orthorhombic V2O5, bilayered V2O5 · nH2O, 
VO2, V3O7 · H2O, V6O13, and V2O3 (Figure 2). Among them, 
orthorhombic V2O5 and bilayered V2O5 · nH2O possess typical lay-
ered structures with open ion diffusion channels between layers. 
Vanadium oxides have been studied for decades in LIBs, but 
suffer from low voltage and Li-poor properties. However, the two 
drawbacks are basically disappeared when used in MIBs, AIBs 
and ZIBs. Therefore, the research of vanadium oxides in multiva-
lent metal-ion batteries has attracted significant interests recently.

The facile distortion of V–O polyhedrons and the rich valence 
state variation of vanadium lead to the great adaptation ability of 
V–O structure to composite with other cations, and thus generate 
plenty of derivatives. These derivatives with a variety of A–V–O 
structures (A represents metal ions or NH4

+) can be called vana-
dates. According to the previous reports, more than 20 kinds of 
metal ions can be incorporated into vanadium oxides to generate 
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Figure 2. Classification of vanadium-based electrode materials.
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a large number of vanadates (Figure 2) with different composi-
tions, structure and properties. In general, the introduced cations 
will produce certain benefits and result in a better electrochemical 
performance. For example, the reported alkali metal vanadates 
(such as Na0.33V2O5 and K0.25V2O5) generally show better cycling 
stability than V2O5 when used as lithium battery cathodes, due 
to the pillar effect of introduced alkali metal ions.[58–60] With dif-
ferent metal-ions incorporation, the composited vanadates dis-
play a diversity of crystal structures with different electrochemical 
properties, which provides large amounts of choices for the inves-
tigation of electrodes for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Vanadium phosphates have distinct crystal structures and 
electrochemical properties compared with other vanadium-based 
electrodes, due to the existence of [PO4] tetrahedrons in the 
structures. Most of the vanadium phosphates possess 3D open 
framework structure (such as Li3V2(PO4)3 and Na3V2(PO4)3) con-
structed by [VO6] octahedrons and [PO4] tetrahedrons through 
corner-sharing connection,[49,61,62] while a few of them are layered 
structure (such as αI-VOPO4).[63–66] Vanadium phosphates gener-
ally possess higher redox potential compared with the vanadium 
oxides or vanadates, attributing to the strong inductive effect from 
[PO4] tetrahedrons.[13,67,68] But like other phosphate electrodes, 
vanadium phosphates generally suffer from low electric conduc-
tivity, due to the [VO6] octahedrons are isolated from each other 
and separated by the [PO4] tetrahedrons.[13] Nanostructure design 
and conductive coating are the main optimization strategies.

Apart from the above-mentioned vanadium-based electrodes, 
increasing interests in recent years have also been paid on 
vanadium carbides (such as V2C),[69–71] vanadium nitrides (such 
as V2N),[72–75] and vanadium sulfides (such as VS2),[76–78] etc. 
These oxygen-free vanadium-based compounds have special 
characteristics in both structures and properties compared with 
vanadium oxides, which make them highly attractive for elec-
trochemical energy storage.[79] Because these compounds have 
similar features and properties, and the published works are rel-
atively less, the progress about the oxygen-free vanadium-based 
compounds for emerging energy storage will be integrated and 
discussed in one chapter (Section 6).

3. Vanadium Oxides

Vanadium oxides mainly include orthorhombic V2O5, 
bilayered V2O5 · nH2O, VO2, V3O7 · H2O, V6O13, and V2O3 
(Figure 3), which have been studied in LIBs for more than 
40 years. In recent years, the investigations about vanadium 
oxides for emerging energy storage devices, including SIBs, 
MIBs, ZIBs, and AIBs, have also attracted much attention. 
Table 1 displays the typical vanadium oxides and the applica-
tion examples for emerging metal-ion batteries. Note that 
in the past years, several reviews about vanadium oxides for 
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Figure 3. The crystal structures of six typical vanadium oxides: a) Orthorhombic V2O5, b) V2O5 · nH2O, c) VO2(B), d) H2V3O8 (V3O7 · H2O), e) V6O13, 
and f) V2O3.

Table 1. The electrochemical properties of the typical vanadium oxides 
for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Materials Applications Average discharge 
voltage [V]

Highest reversible 
capacity [mAh g−1]

Refs.

Orthorhombic 

V2O5

SIB cathode ≈1.5 ≈160 [82]

MIB cathode ≈1.3 ≈260 [83]

AIB cathode ≈0.5 ≈305 [84]

ZIB cathode ≈0.7 ≈470 [85]

Bilayered V2O5 SIB cathode ≈2.0 ≈305 [86]

MIB cathode ≈2.1 ≈600 [87]

ZIB cathode ≈0.7 ≈380 [88]

VO2(B) SIB cathode ≈2.3 ≈325 [89]

MIB cathode ≈2.0 ≈390 [90]

AIB cathode ≈0.2 ≈160 [91]

ZIB cathode ≈0.8 ≈355 [92]

H2V3O8 SIB cathode ≈2.9 ≈160 [93]

MIB cathode ≈1.8 ≈300 [94]

ZIB cathode ≈0.6 ≈450 [95]

V6O13 SIB cathode ≈2.1 ≈225 [96]

V2O3 SIB anode ≈0.6 612 [97]
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LIBs have been reported.[43,53,54,80,81] However, the compre-
hensive review about their application for beyond LIBs is 
absent although a lot of works about vanadium oxides for 
emerging energy storage have been reported. In this section, 
we discuss the recent progresses, existed problems and pos-
sible development directions of vanadium oxides for beyond 
LIBs in detail.

3.1. Orthorhombic V2O5

Orthorhombic V2O5 possesses typical layered crystal 
structure (Figure 3a).[82] The distorted VO5 square pyramids 
are connected by sharing edges and corners with periodic 
up–up–down–down sequence to form the 2D structure, and 
the layers are stacked along c-axis with weak van der Waals 
interaction. The intrinsic interlayer spacing of about 4.37 Å 
endows α-V2O5 as a possible intercalation host for different 
metal ions. Therefore, V2O5 has attracted much interest in the 
energy storage field due to its unique structural characteristics. 
Previous review papers have discussed the lithium storage of 
V2O5.[43,46,80,81,98,99] Here we will focus on the recent advances 
of V2O5 for beyond LIBs.

3.1.1. V2O5 for SIBs

The reaction mechanism of V2O5 as a cathode for SIBs is 
different from its lithium storage mechanism, owing to the 
differences between Li+ and Na+. Ali et al.[100] systematically 

investigated the sodium-ion intercalation mechanism of V2O5 
in the potential windows of 1.2–4.0 V (vs Na+/Na) via ex situ 
X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectros-
copy. After the intercalation of Na+ ions, V2O5 transforms to a 
mixture with NaV2O5 as the major phase and Na2V2O5 as the 
minor phase. Both the crystalline and amorphous Na2V2O5 
existed in the discharged mixture (Figure 4a). During the 
charge process, the NaV2O5 and Na2V2O5 transform back to 
orthorhombic V2O5 with trace NaV2O5.

In order to achieve high performance, some V2O5 nano-
structures have been fabricated as cathodes for SIBs. The 
sodium storage performance of hollow hierarchical V2O5 
nanospheres has been investigated.[82] As an SIB cathode, a 
high initial discharge capacity of ≈230 mAh g−1 at 20 mA g−1 
in 1.0–4.2 V (vs Na+/Na) was displayed, with two plateaus 
located at ≈2.0 and 1.4 V, respectively. The discharge capacity 
significantly decreases to ≈159 mAh g−1 in the second cycle 
and decays to 141 mAh g−1 at the 100th cycle (Figure 4b). Note 
that the achieved reversible capacity of hollow V2O5 nano-
spheres is much lower than its theoretical capacity for lithium 
storage. Moreover, the plateau located at low potential (≈1.4 V) 
is the main contributor for the reversible capacity, which means 
the much lower energy density of V2O5 for sodium storage 
than that for lithium storage. To further enhance the sodium 
storage performance, V2O5 nanoparticles with sizes of 5−7 nm 
encapsulated in nano porous carbon (was referred to RFC) 
were obtained by Raju et al. (Figure 4c).[101] The optimized 
sample (55-V2O5-RFC) displayed a high reversible capacity 
of 170 mAh g−1 at 40 mA g−1 in 1.5–3.8 V (vs Na+/Na). The 
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Figure 4. a) The schematic illustration for sodium storage mechanism of nanosized orthorhombic V2O5/C composites and corresponding charge/discharge 
curves. Reproduced with permission.[100] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. b) Cycling performance of hierarchical orthorhombic V2O5 hollow 
nanospheres as cathode material for SIBs at 20 mA g−1. Reproduced with permission.[82] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. c) The TEM image and 
the corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry mappings of 55-V2O5-RFC (scale bar = 200 nm). d) The charge/discharge curves of 55-V2O5-RFC as 
a cathode material for SIBs at different current densities. Reproduced with permission.[101] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. e) The comparison 
of sodium storage performance between orthorhombic and amorphous V2O5. Reproduced with permission.[102] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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capacity of V2O5 nanoparticles was estimated to be 276 mAh g−1 
after deducting the mass and capacity contribution of RFC. In 
addition, 55-V2O5-RFC delivers an enhanced rate performance 
(over 90 mAh g−1 at 640 mA g−1) (Figure 4d) and cycling sta-
bility (140 mAh g−1 after 70 cycles). But on the whole, the per-
formance of orthorhombic V2O5 for sodium storage is still far 
from the requirement for practical application regarding to the 
cycling, rate and voltage.

Efforts have also been made to improve the sodium storage 
performance of V2O5 via crystal structure modification. Renard 
et al.[103] evaluated the electrochemical performance of γ ′-V2O5 
in SIBs. In the potential range of 1.75–4.0 V (vs Na+/Na), the γ ′-
V2O5 can reach a reversible capacity of about 147 mAh g−1 at ele-
vated temperature (50 °C) with a flat potential plateau at ≈3.3 V, 
which is different from that of orthorhombic V2O5. However, γ ′-
V2O5 displays decreased capacity at room temperature with poor 
rate performance. Amorphization is an another effective way to 
improve the performance of V2O5.[102,104] Cao group compared 
the sodium storage performance of amorphous V2O5 nanopar-
ticles and V2O5 nanocrystals.[102] It was found that the amor-
phous V2O5 exhibits higher reversible capacity (≈241 mAh g−1  
compared to ≈120 mAh g−1) and better cycling performance (as 
shown in Figure 4e) than that of crystalline V2O5. The amorphous 
structure with more open framework and isotropic structure are 
favorable to the diffusion of Na+ ions, which is responsible for 
the improved capacity and enhanced cycling stability.

3.1.2. V2O5 for MIBs

For LIBs, V2O5 achieves high capacity via the multilithium 
insertion. However, the insertion of multilithium ions leads to 
serious structure degradation, resulting in poor cycling stability. 
It is interesting that multielectron reaction can be realized by 
inserting single multivalent metal ions. Moreover, multivalent 
metal anodes such as Mg, Zn, and Al have attracted considerable 
attentions due to their high volumetric capacity (3832, 5851, and 

8045 mAh mL−1 for Mg, Zn, and Al, respectively) without safety 
issues. Thus, the development of multivalent secondary batteries 
has been considered as a promising approach to achieve high 
energy density for electric vehicles or large-scale energy storage.

The investigation of electrochemical intercalation of mag-
nesium-ion into orthorhombic V2O5 can retrospect to 1987.[105] 
However, the subsequent progress of V2O5 as a cathode material 
for MIBs is sluggish because the development of MIBs is lim-
ited by a dearth of suitable electrolytes, until the full MIBs pro-
totype with long-term cycle life was realized by Aurbach et al. in 
2000.[106] After that, the investigation of V2O5 as cathode materials 
for MIBs began to attract more and more attention, especially as 
the research fever of post-LIBs rising in recent years.[83,107–110]

Aurbach and co-workers investigated the electrochemical per-
formance of V2O5 thin film as cathode materials for MIBs.[109] 
With 0.5 m Mg(ClO4)2 in acetonitrile as electrolyte and activated 
carbon cloth (ACC) as quasireference electrodes, the reversible 
intercalation/deintercalation of Mg2+ into V2O5 thin film was 
realized. An initial capacity of 180 mAh g−1 was obtained and 
150 mAh g−1 was retained after 35 cycles. Moreover, the revers-
ible change between V2O5 and Mg0.5V2O5 phase was monitored 
during the Mg2+ intercalation/deintercalation process.

The strong electrostatic force between Mg2+ ion and V2O5 
is one of the major challenges for V2O5 as cathode materials 
for MIBs. Cointercalation of water is an efficient approach to 
overcome this problem by charge screening. Thus, the water 
content in electrolyte will greatly influence the Mg2+ storage 
performance of V2O5. For example, when the water content is 
infinite, that is in aqueous electrolyte (such as aqueous MgCl2 
solution), a high magnesium storage capacity of 427 mAh g−1 
was demonstrated for V2O5.[111] Sa et al.[83] investigated the 
magnesium storage performance of V2O5 in the 1 m magne-
sium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (Mg(TFSI)2)/diglyme 
electrolyte with different water content. With 2600 ppm water 
in electrolyte, the V2O5 cathode achieved a high capacity of 
≈260 mAh g−1 (Figure 5a). However, the capacity only reached 
≈60 mAh g−1 in the dry electrolyte (with 15 ppm water) 
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Figure 5. The charge/discharge curves of V2O5 in 1 m Mg(TFSI)2/diglyme with a) 2600 ppm and b) 15 ppm H2O at 20 mA cm−2. Reproduced with 
permission.[83] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. c) Schematic illustration of Al3+ insertion/extraction in crystallized V2O5 nanowire. Reproduced with permis-
sion.[112] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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(Figure 5b). But no obvious electrochemical evidence for revers-
ible Mg plating/stripping was observed in 1 m Mg(TFSI)2/
diglyme electrolyte with 2600 ppm water, which limits the use 
of Mg metal anode. Thus, searching for suitable electrolyte is 
still a key point for the development of V2O5 as MIB cathode. 
Du et al.[110] reported the Mg2+ storage performance of V2O5 
with graphene oxide (GO) decoration in 0.25 m Mg(AlCl2EtBu)2/
tetrahydrofuran electrolyte. The V2O5/GO composites delivered 
an initial capacity of 178 mAh g−1, and retained 140 mAh g−1 
after 20 cycles. This study demonstrates that V2O5 also can 
achieve high reversible capacity in the dry electrolyte, which is 
of great significance in the development of high-performance 
full MIBs based on Mg metal anode and V2O5 cathode.

3.1.3. V2O5 for AIBs

The first stable AIB based on V2O5 with extended cycle life 
was reported by Jayaprakash et al.[84] in 2011. In this AIB, 
V2O5 nanowires were used as the cathode material with ionic 
liquid as electrolyte and aluminum metal as anode. The V2O5 
nanowires exhibit high discharge capacities of 305 mAh g−1 in 
the 1st cycle and 273 mAh g−1 in the 20th cycle at 125 mA g−1 
with a discharge plateau at about 0.55 V. However, the cathode 
reaction in this system is controversial. Reed and Menke[113] 
reported that the V2O5 nanowires were electrochemically inac-
tive in the above AIB system, and the capacity was attributed to 
the reactions with the iron and chromium metal in the stain-
less steel current collector. While Gu et al.[112] demonstrated 
the reversible insertion/extraction of aluminum-ion into V2O5 
nanowires. The surface amorphization of V2O5 nanowires 
arises during the intercalation of Al3+ ions (Figure 5c). How-
ever, V2O5 nanowires with Ni current collector display a lower 
discharge capacity (53.4 mAh g−1 in 2nd cycle at 10 mA g−1) 
compared to V2O5 nanowires with stainless steel current col-
lector. Therefore, it can be concluded that both the reactions 
with stainless steel current collector and reversible insertion/
extraction of aluminum-ion into V2O5 nanowires exist.

To further excavate the capacity for reversible aluminum-ion 
storage, the amorphous V2O5/C composite was synthesized as a 
cathode for aluminum batteries.[114] The aluminum-ion storage 
performance was measured in glass cells with Mo plate as the 
current collector. At a current density of 11 mA g−1, amorphous 
V2O5/C composite exhibits a high discharge capacity of over 
200 mAh g−1 in the first cycle and about 70 mAh g−1 in the 30th 
cycle. The reversible insertion/extraction of Al3+ into V2O5 has 
been demonstrated. However, extensive efforts are still needed 
to improve the cycling performance.

3.1.4. V2O5 for ZIBs

Aqueous rechargeable ZIBs have become one of the research 
hotspots in energy storage fields in recent years. As a typical 
layered cathode material, V2O5 was recently investigated as a 
potential cathode for ZIBs. Hu et al.[115] reported a Zn/V2O5 
aqueous hybrid-ion battery using a mixed Zn(CF3SO3)2−LiTFSI 
electrolyte. It was demonstrated that both Li+ and Zn2+ can 
be intercalated into V2O5 structure, but the Li+ intercalation/

deintercalation is dominant. Such a hybrid-ion battery realized 
a high discharge capacity of 238 mAh g−1 and long cycle life of 
2000 cycles with retention of 80%. Afterward, Zhang et al.[85] 
reported a ZIB based on Zn/V2O5 with aqueous Zn(CF3SO3)2 
electrolyte. Remarkably, a high reversible capacity of 470 
mAh g−1 and long-term cycling stability over 4000 cycles were 
achieved. The reversible structure transformation between 
layered V2O5 and layered ZnxV2O5 · nH2O was demonstrated 
during the discharge and charge process. A distinct morphology 
changes from solid bulk initially to porous nanosheets upon 
cycling was observed, which was believed to benefit to the mass 
diffusion of ions and enable a high utilization of the active 
materials.

3.2. Bilayered V2O5

Bilayered V2O5 mainly refers to V2O5 · xH2O, including V2O5 
xerogels and aerogels.[50] Different from orthorhombic V2O5, 
the layer structure of bilayered V2O5 is consisted of two [VO6] 
octahedron layers (Figure 3b).[116] In general, the crystal water 
(or residual micromolecule organics) would exist in the inter-
layer of bilayered V2O5, resulting in a large interlayer spacing 
(>10 Å). Thus, the intercalation of various metal ions, such as 
Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+, and Al3+, into bilayered V2O5 
can be realized easily,[117,118] indicating that bilayered V2O5 is a 
promising electrode material for various metal-ion batteries. In 
this section, we focus on the progresses of bilayered V2O5 in 
SIBs, MIBs, and ZIBs.

3.2.1. Bilayered V2O5 for SIBs

Compared to the orthorhombic V2O5, the bilayered V2O5 
is more suitable as an SIB cathode due to the larger inter-
layer spacing.[86,119,120] The Na+ storage capacity exceeding 
300 mAh g−1 has been achieved, which is almost the highest 
capacity among the reported SIB cathode materials.[86,121] 
Tepavcevic et al.[122] investigated the Na+ ions intercalation/
deintercalation mechanism of bilayered V2O5 via small and 
wide-angle X-ray scattering measurements. In the first dis-
charge process, the intercalation of Na+ ions into bilayered 
V2O5 results in the expansion of layer spacing. However, after 
the deintercalation of Na+ ions in the first charge process, the 
stacking order of layer structure in bilayered V2O5 is removed 
and the [VO6] octahedron layers are still remained.

The V2O5 · xH2O xerogel synthesized via a freeze-drying 
method has been studied as a cathode material for SIB.[86] At 
100 mA g−1, an initial capacity of 308 mAh g−1 in 1.0–4.0 V 
(vs Na+/Na) was displayed, which is much higher than that 
of the orthorhombic V2O5 (170 mAh g−1) (Figure 6a,b). How-
ever, fast capacity fading was observed. Based on ex situ XRD 
measurements, the accumulation of the interlayer shrinkage 
and collapse during cycling is one of the primary reasons for 
the fast capacity decay. Thus, maintaining the layer structure 
with stable interlayer spacing is an efficient way to improve the 
cycling stability of V2O5 · xH2O as cathode materials for SIBs. 
In this case, Wei et al.[119] obtained a lattice breathing inhib-
ited bilayered V2O5 nanobelts with stabilized large interlayer 
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spacing via iron-ion preintercalation strategy. The interlayer 
spacing of as-synthesized iron-ion preintercalated V2O5 · xH2O 
nanobelts (Fe–VOx) is 10.6 Å, which is smaller than that of pure 
V2O5 · xH2O nanobelts (VOx). However, the Fe–VOx cathode 
displays an enhanced cycling stability with the capacity reten-
tion of 80.0% after 200 cycles at 100 mA g−1. Ex situ XRD results 
indicate that the total shrinkage of the interlayer spacing of VOx 
reaches 3.74 Å, while that of Fe–VOx is only 0.49 Å (Figure 6c). 
The interlayer spacing of Fe–VOx stabilizes at 10.14 Å  
after the first cycle, while that of VOx reduces greatly in the 
initial several cycles and then stabilizes at 9.93 Å. The larger 
stabilized interlayer spacing of Fe–VOx is responsible for the 
enhanced capacity, rate performance and cycling stability.

3.2.2. Bilayered V2O5 for Multivalent-Ion Batteries

The intercalation/deintercalation of multivalent cations in bilayered 
V2O5 has been reported firstly by Liu et al. in 1998.[117] Imamura 
et al.[87] investigated the Mg2+ ions storage performance of bilay-
ered V2O5/carbon composites, and a high capacity of 600 mAh g−1 
with an average operating potential of about 2.5 V was obtained. 
However, the other reported Mg2+ ions storage capacities of bilay-
ered V2O5 are generally lower than 350 mAh g−1.[123,126] Even so, 
the energy density of bilayered V2O5 is still higher than those of 
the most reported cathode materials for MIBs. In the investiga-
tion of V2O5 as cathode materials for MIBs, the water in electrolyte 
enhances the capacity due to the charge shielding effect. Similarly, 
the crystal water in bilayered V2O5 can effectively screen the diva-
lent charge by coordinating to Mg2+ ions as the solvation shell. The 
high capacity and the charge shielding effect make bilayered V2O5 
a promising cathode material for MIBs.

The poor cycling stability is one of the problems affecting 
the application of V2O5 · xH2O in MIBs. An et al.[123] reported 
graphene decorated V2O5 · xH2O nanowires (VOG-1) which 
exhibited excellent cycling stability for Mg2+ ions storage. 
The electrochemical performance of VOG-1 was tested with 
Mg(TFSI)2/acetonitrile as the electrolyte and ACC as quasirefer-
ence electrode. A capacity as high as 330 mAh g−1 was achieved 
in the galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) 
measurement in 1.6–3.4 V. Besides, the calculated average Mg2+ 
diffusion coefficient of VOG-1 during the intercalation process 
is about 3 × 10−11 cm−2 s−1 (Figure 6d), which is higher than 
those of Cheveral Mo6S8 (2–6 × 10−12 cm−2 s−1). When cycled at 
1000 mA g−1, the capacity retention of 81% was obtained after 
200 cycles. The enhanced Mg2+ storage performance of VOG-1 
is ascribed to the charge shielding effect from crystal water, the 
fast electronic conduction pathway from graphene, and short 
Mg2+ ions diffusion channel from nanowires.

For practical application, the development of full MIBs is 
necessary. However, Mg metal anode is incompatible with the 
most present electrolytes which suitable for bilayered V2O5, 
such as Mg(TFSI)2-based and Mg(ClO4)2-based electrolytes. The 
Mg(TFSI)2-based electrolytes do not enable reversible Mg depo-
sition/dissolution and the Mg(ClO4)2-based electrolytes will 
result in the formation of passivation layers on the surface of 
Mg metal anode which block the Mg2+ ions conduction.[123,126] 
The full MIBs based on the magnesiated bilayered V2O5 as 
cathode, Mg(ClO4)2/acetonitrile as electrolyte and Sn as anode 
have been designed (Figure 6e) by Tepavcevic et al.[124] This full 
MIB displays a capacity over 100 mAh g−1 (based on the mass 
of bilayered V2O5) after 50 cycles. Using other anodes which are 
compatible with Mg(TFSI)2-based or Mg(ClO4)2-based electro-
lytes to replace Mg metal anode can realize the full MIBs based 
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Figure 6. a) The charge/discharge curves of V2O5 · xH2O as cathode materials for SIBs at 100 mA g−1. b) The cycling performance comparison of 
V2O5 · xH2O and orthorhombic V2O5 as cathode materials for SIBs. Reproduced with permission.[86] Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. c) The 
d001 value variation of Fe–VOx and VOx as SIBs cathode materials in the initial discharge/charge cycle. Reproduced with permission.[119] Copyright 2015, 
American Chemical Society. d) The Mg-ion diffusivity of V2O5 · xH2O nanowire/graphene composites versus discharge state. Reproduced with permis-
sion.[123] Copyright 2015, Elsevier. e) The charge/discharge curves of full magnesium-ion batteries based on Mg-enriched bilayered V2O5 cathode and 
nanocrystalline Sn anode at 20 mA g−1. Reproduced with permission.[124] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. f) The charge/discharge curves 
of bilayered V2O5/graphene as a cathode material for ZIBs. Reproduced with permission.[125] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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on bilayered V2O5, but it will give up the advantages of Mg 
anode, such as high energy density and rich resource. Thus, 
electrolyte exploitation, which is compatible with both bilay-
ered V2O5 cathode and Mg metal anode, is significant for the 
development of bilayered V2O5-based full MIBs.

Recently, some investigations about bilayered V2O5 as cathode 
materials for ZIBs have been reported. Senguttuvan et al.[127] 
investigated the electrochemical performance of bilayered V2O5 
cathode with 0.5 m Zn(TFSI)2/acetonitrile electrolyte and zinc 
metal anode. When cycled at 0.1 C (1 C = 144 mA g−1), a stabi-
lized capacity of 170 mAh g−1 with average potential of 0.85 V 
was realized, and no obvious decay was observed for 120 cycles. 
The energy density of the Zn/bilayered V2O5 full battery based 
on the total mass of two electrodes is about 114 Wh kg−1,  
which is lower than that of the present state-of-the-art LIBs. 
However, the achieved power density (1500 W kg−1) is com-
parable to or even better than standard LIBs. Yan et al.[88] 
investigated the zinc storage performance of bilayered V2O5 
in aqueous electrolyte. The prepared V2O5 · xH2O/graphene 
cathode can achieve a high capacity of 381 mAh g−1 at 60 mA g−1  
(Figure 6f). Moreover, it also delivers superior cycling stability 
(capacity retention of 71% after 900 cycles) and rate perfor-
mance (248 mAh g−1 at 30 A g−1). The excellent electrochemical 
performance of V2O5 · xH2O/graphene is beneficial from the 
structural water, which decreases the effective charge of Zn2+ by 
solvation, facilitating the ion diffusion. Yang et al.[128] recently 
proposed a Li+ preintercalation strategy to enhance the Zn2+ 
storage performance of bilayered V2O5 · xH2O. Different from 
the above-mentioned Fe-ion preintercalation which results in a 
shrinkage of the layer spacing, the Li+ intercalation was found 
to expand the layer spacing of V2O5 · xH2O from 12.0 to 13.77 Å, 
resulting in a faster Zn2+ diffusion. The obtained LixV2O5 · nH2O 
displayed a high discharge capacity of ≈470 mAh g−1 at 0.5 A g−1 
and 192 mAh g−1 after 1000 cycles at 10 A g−1.

In summary, as typical layered cathode materials, 
orthorhombic V2O5 and bilayered V2O5 have received great atten-
tions beyond LIBs. The layered structure, multielectrons transfer, 
and suitable voltage make them highly promising cathodes for 
emerging metal-ion batteries. Note that the main drawbacks 
of V2O5 as cathode in LIBs (Li-poor property and low voltage) 
are basically nonexistent in MIBs, AIBs, and ZIBs. Therefore, 
the research of V2O5-based multivalent metal-ion batteries is 
a very important direction in the future. Further improving 
the capacity, rate capability and cycling performance is highly 
desired. The optimization strategies of V2O5 in LIBs, such as 
enlarging interlayer spacing, doping, and fabricating conduc-
tive nanocomposite, may be also useful in multivalent metal-
ion batteries. Among them, controllably adjusting the interlayer 
spacing to optimize the ion diffusion by certain strategies, such 
as metal-ion preintercalation,[58,129,130] organic molecules pre-
intercalation[131,132] and water content regulation,[123] is expected 
to be the most effective way to improve the performance.

3.3. VO2(B)

VO2 has more than ten phases,[133] and the structure deter-
mines the properties. For the application in metal-ion bat-
teries, the metastable VO2(B) exhibits the best electrochemical 

performance among the various VO2 phases and has attracted 
much attention from researchers. The VO2(B) possesses the 
layered structure consisted of [VO6] octahedron bilayers, which 
can be described as the collapsed bilayered V2O5 structure after 
removing the crystal water and interlayer spacing (Figure 3c). 
The [VO6] octahedron bilayers of VO2(B) are connected by 
sharing corners, and the 1D channel between layers provides 
the diffusion pathway for the metal ion.[43,46,134]

3.3.1. VO2(B) for SIBs

The application of VO2(B) as an SIB cathode was investigated 
by Wang et al.[135] A reversible capacity of about 200 mAh g−1 
was achieved at 50 mA g−1 between 1.5 and 4.0 V (Figure 7a). 
However, the VO2(B) nanosheets cathode delivers a poor cycling 
stability. The Na+ storage mechanism of VO2(B) was investigated. 
In the first discharge process, the VO2(B) transforms to NaVO2 
with the intercalation of one Na+ ion per formula (Figure 7b), 
corresponding to a theoretical capacity of 323 mAh g−1. Then, 
the transformation of NaVO2 to NaxVO2 (x ≈ 0.3) occurs in the 
subsequent charge process with the incomplete Na+ ions dein-
tercalation. In the subsequent cycling process, the reaction is the 
reversible transformation between NaVO2 and NaxVO2 (x ≈ 0.3).

In order to enhance the electrochemical performance of 
VO2(B), Fan group designed and fabricated the graphene foam 
(GF) supported graphene quantum dots (GQDs) coated VO2(B) 
nanobelt arrays (GVG) (Figure 7c).[136] The GQDs layers can 
restrain the agglomeration and dissolution of VO2(B) nanobelts 
during cycling, which together with the increased electron/ion 
transport properties, results in the excellent Na+ storage per-
formance. Even at a high rate of 120 C, the capacity of GVG 
cathode still remains at 93 mAh g−1. In addition, an outstanding 
cycling performance with capacity retention of 88% after 1500 
cycles at 60 C was realized.

Besides, the Na+ storage performance of VO2(B)-based 
flexible cathode has been investigated. Tong’s group fabri-
cated carbon cloth supported VO2(B) nanowires (C-VO), and 
the carbon quantum dots (CQDs) was introduced to further 
improve the electrochemical performance.[89] In the CQDs deco-
rated C-VO (C-VOCQD), the carbon cloth was covered by CQDs 
decorated VO2(B) nanowires layer with thickness of ≈800 nm 
(Figure 7d). As a binder-free and flexible cathode material for 
SIBs, C-VOCQD displays a high initial discharge capacity of 
328 mAh g−1 at 0.3 C and 133 mAh g−1 at 60 C in 1.5–3.5 V 
(Figure 7e). Energy density of 334 Wh kg−1 (based on total mass 
of whole electrode) and power density of over 40 kW kg−1 can 
be achieved. The unique structure of C-VOCQD is responsible 
for the high capacity and enhanced rate performance. The 
CQDs not only enhances the electronic transport, but also pre-
vents the VO2(B) nanowires from self-agglomeration.

3.3.2. VO2(B) for Multivalent-Ion Batteries

Except SIBs, VO2 has also been investigated as a cathode for 
multivalent-ion batteries, including MIBs, AIBs and ZIBs. In 
a three-electrode system with Mg(ClO4)2/acetonitrile electro-
lyte, VO2(B) nanorods cathode displayed a high Mg2+ storage 
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capacity of 391 mAh g−1 with an average voltage about 2.0 V 
(vs Mg2+/Mg).[90] After 60 cycles, the discharge capacity 
remained at about 200 mAh g−1. In addition, VO2 has been uti-
lized as cathode material for emerging Li+/Mg2+ hybrid battery 
and achieves a high energy density of 427 Wh kg−1.[137] Wang 
et al.[91] reported a coin cell AIB based on VO2 as a cathode, 
aluminum foil as an anode and stainless steel as a current 
collector. At the current density of 50 mA g−1, an initial dis-
charge capacity of 165 mAh g−1 was obtained, which retained 
116 mAh g−1 after 100 cycles. However, the reactions with stain-
less steel may also occur during the charge/discharge, thus the 
practical discharge capacity of VO2 is inconclusive.

Recently, Ding et al.[92] reported a Zn/VO2 aqueous battery 
and obtained a high reversible capacity of 357 mAh g−1 at 0.25 C 
and 171 mAh g−1 at 300 C. Based on the kinetics analyses and in 
situ XRD characterizations, it was demonstrated that VO2 shows 
abundant tunnel transport pathways with slight structural change 
upon Zn2+ intercalation, which triggers the intercalation pseu-
docapacitance behavior of VO2 for Zn2+ storage and thus results 
in the observed excellent rate capability. Soon after that, Chen 
et al.[138] also reported the superior cycling and rate performance 
of Zn/VO2 batteries. Besides, the reversible single-phase reac-
tion with a more detailed lattice parameters variation during Zn2+ 
insertion/extraction was revealed. These results are consistent 
well with that reported by Ding et al., indicating that VO2 shows 
great potential for high-capacity, high-rate and long-life ZIBs.

3.4. V3O7 · H2O (H2V3O8)

V3O7 · H2O (H2V3O8) is a mixed-valence state vanadium oxide 
with V5+/V4+ ratio of 2:1. H2V3O8 is also a layered structure com-
pound, in which V3O8 layers are stacked along a-axis with the 
interaction of hydrogen bonds (Figure 3d).[139] The V3O8 layer 

is composed of [VO6] octahedrons and [VO5] square pyramids 
which are connected by sharing edges and corners. Compared 
to orthorhombic V2O5, H2V3O8 displays a larger interlayer 
spacing with hydrogen ion in the interlayer and higher elec-
tronic conductivity due to the mixed-valence state. Besides, 
H2V3O8 usually possesses 1D nanostructure, which facilitates 
the ionic/electronic transport. The above-mentioned properties 
make H2V3O8 attractive for LIBs and post-LIBs application.

Wang et al.[93] investigated the Na+ storage performance of flex-
ible and additive-free H2V3O8 nanowire film. At the low current 
density of 10 mA g−1, the capacity can reach 168 mAh g−1 in the 
potential window of 1.5–4.0 V. The Na+ storage mechanism was 
studied via ex situ XRD measurement, and the slight structural 
breathing effect was observed. Tang et al.[94] reported the Mg2+ 
storage behavior of H2V3O8 nanowires with Mg(ClO4)2/acetoni-
trile electrolyte in a three-electrode system. The H2V3O8 nano-
wires realized a high capacity of about 304 mAh g−1 with a slope 
plateau at about 2.0 V and maintained a capacity of 261 mAh g−1 
after 20 cycles. Unfortunately, H2V3O8 nanowires are almost 
inactive in the electrolyte with good Mg metal anode compat-
ibility. The zinc storage performance of H2V3O8 nanowires was 
investigated by He et al.[95] and Pang et al.[140] with Zn(CF3SO3)2 
aqueous electrolyte. A high capacity of about 400 mAh g−1 was 
achieved with two slope plateaus at about 0.8 and 0.5 V, respec-
tively. Stable cycling over 1000 cycles was obtained at high rates. 
These results demonstrate that H2V3O8 is a versatile and prom-
ising high-capacity cathode, especially for MIBs and ZIBs.

3.5. V6O13

The V6O13 consists of alternating single and double [VO6] 
octahedron layers with mixed-valence vanadium of V5+/V4+ 
(Figure 3e). According to the valence bond sum calculations, 
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Figure 7. a) The charge/discharge curves of VO2(B) nanosheets as cathode materials for SIBs at 50 mA g−1. b) The schematic illustration for sodium 
storage mechanism of VO2(B). Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. c) The TEM image of GQD-coated VO2(B) nanobelts. Repro-
duced with permission.[136] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. d) The SEM images of C-VOCQD. e) The rate performance of C-VOCQD and 
C-VO. Reproduced with permission.[89] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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only partial V sites in the double layer display V5+ property 
while the other V sites are occupied by V4+.[43,141] In the layers, 
the [VO6] octahedrons are connected by sharing corners and 
edge, and the adjacent layers are only connected by sharing cor-
ners. Theoretically, with the reduction of all vanadium-ions to 
V3+, V6O13 can achieve high capacity of 417 mAh g−1. Moreover, 
V6O13 exhibits a metallic property at room temperature.

The previous investigations on V6O13 mainly focused on its 
Li storage properties. The reports about V6O13 for emerging 
energy storage are rare. In 1989, Munshi[142] reported the electro-
chemical performance of V6O13 as cathode materials for sodium 
polymer electrolyte cells. Afterward, only few related studies were 
reported.[96,143] Recently, Fei et al.[96] reported the Na+ storage 
performance of V6O13 microflowers. At a low current density 
of 20 mA g−1, a high capacity of ≈226 mAh g−1 can be obtained 
in the potential range of 1.5–3.5 V (vs Na+/Na). After 30 cycles 
at 160 mA g−1, the V6O13 microflowers retained a capacity of 
≈118 mAh g−1, corresponding to 73.5% of the capacity in the 
second cycle.

3.6. V2O3

The crystal structure of V2O3 is rhombohedral corundum-type 
structure at ambient temperature, in which the vanadium 

atoms form 3D V–V chains, and the oxygen atoms around the 
vanadium sites form distorted octahedron (Figure 3f). Because 
of the low valence state of vanadium (+3), the surface of V2O3 
will generally be oxidized into high valence state (V4+ or V5+) 
when exposed to air.[144,145] Therefore, a carbon coating may be 
necessary to improve its phase stability in air.

Different from the vanadium oxides discussed above, V2O3 
displays a low capacity in the potential over 2 V (vs Li+/Li) 
with no obvious plateau in charge/discharge curves, and has 
been considered unusable as a cathode for LIBs by Tranchant 
et al. in 1980.[146] However, Li et al.[147] reported that V2O3 pos-
sesses a high theoretical Li+ storage capacity of 1070 mAh g−1 
when used as an anode material for LIBs in 2004. Moreover, 
the corundum-type V2O3 delivers metallic character. Therefore, 
V2O3 attracted research interests as an anode afterward.

Considering the high capacity of V2O3 for Li storage, 
recently the electrochemical performance of V2O3 as anode 
materials for SIBs has been investigated.[53,97,148,149] Xia 
et al.[97] reported the GF supported CNTs decorated V2O3 
nanoflake arrays (GF+V2O3/CNTs) for Na+ storage. A high 
reversible capacity of ≈612 mAh g−1 at 100 mA g−1 in the 
potential window of 0.01–3.0 V (Figure 8a) was obtained. 
Even at 10 000 mA g−1, the reversible capacity still remains at 
207 mAh g−1 (Figure 8b). Moreover, the GF+V2O3/CNTs anode 
exhibits superior cycling stability with capacity retention of 
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Figure 8. a) The charge/discharge curves at 100 mA g−1 and b) rate performance of GF+V2O3/CNTs and GF+V2O3 as anode materials for SIBs. 
Reproduced with permission.[97] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c) The schematic for sodium storage mechanism of V2O3. Reproduced with permis-
sion.[149] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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70% after 10 000 cycles at 10 000 mA g−1. The enhanced Na+ 
storage performance of GF+V2O3/CNTs was attributed to the 
decoration of CNTs and GF substrate, which hinders the self-
aggregation of V2O3 nanoflakes and provides fast electronic 
conduction network. Tan et al.[149] recently designed a multidi-
mensional synergistic nanoarchitecture which consists of 0D 
V2O3 nanoparticles embedded in 1D amorphous carbon nano-
tubes that are then coassembled within a 3D reduced graphene 
oxide (rGO) network (denoted as V2O3⊂C-NTs⊂rGO). In such 
a nanoarchitecture, each unit with different dimensions was 
believed to exert their own advantages and overcome the 
deficiencies of the other units, thus resulting in unique syn-
ergistic effects. Benefiting from that, the V2O3⊂C-NTs⊂rGO 
nanoarchitecture exhibited an ultralong cycling stability with 
capacity retention of 72.3% even after 15 000 cycles when used 
as SIB anode. Besides, the detailed sodium storage mecha-
nism was carefully investigated based on in situ and ex situ 
TEM characterizations. An incomplete conversion reaction 
was demonstrated with the generation of VO0.2, metal V and 
Na2O when discharged to 0.01 V, which returned to VO0.9 and 
V2O3 when charge to 3.0 V (Figure 8c).

In this section, we have summarized and discussed the 
electrochemical properties, reaction mechanisms and optimi-
zation strategies of typical vanadium oxides beyond LIBs. The 
research attentions about vanadium oxides in recent years are 
mainly focused on the emerging metal-ion batteries, espe-
cially multivalent metal-ion batteries with corresponding metal 
anodes. Owing to the multielectrons transfer properties and 
suitable voltage, we have witnessed great progresses of vana-
dium oxides in aqueous ZIBs very recently with high capacity, 
excellent cycling and rate performance. Besides, vanadium 
oxides such as V2O5 and bilayered V2O5 · xH2O are also prom-
ising cathodes for MIBs. However, the research of emerging 
multivalent metal-ion batteries is still nascent. With the further 
development of advanced electrolytes and deeper insights into 
the energy storage mechanism, the vanadium oxides based 

multivalent metal-ion batteries are promising to become one of 
the next-generation new battery technologies.

4. Vanadates

Vanadates are another important group of vanadium-based 
materials. This category can be regarded as the derivatives of 
vanadium oxides composited with other ions or clusters. Until 
now, a large number of vanadates have been reported, and most 
of which have been studied for Li+ storage. Recently, consider-
able new vanadate phases were identified to display promising 
electrochemical properties for metal-ion batteries beyond Li, 
such as CaV4O9 for Na+ storage,[150] Mg0.3V2O5 · 1.1H2O for 
Mg2+ storage,[151] and Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O for Zn2+ storage.[22] 
The big family of vanadates with large amounts of members is 
as a result of the rich chemical valence state of vanadium and 
facile distortion of V–O polyhedra. Based on the existing reports 
about vanadate electrodes, the ions or clusters that can com-
posite with vanadium oxides include alkali metal ions (Li+, Na+, 
K+, and Rb+), alkali earth metal ions (Mg2+, Ca2+, and Sr2+), tran-
sition metal ions (Ag+, Co2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, etc.) and others (NH4

+, 
Al3+, In3+, Bi3+, etc.) (Figure 9). Based on that, here we classi-
fied the vanadates into alkali metal vanadates, alkali earth metal 
vanadates, transition metal vanadates and other vanadates. With 
different components introduction, the resulting vanadates dis-
play various electrochemical properties, which make vanadates 
have a wide application in energy storage. Table 2 presents the 
typical reported vanadates and their applications and electro-
chemical properties for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Three aspects, namely the different kinds of metal ions, the dif-
ferent A/V (A corresponds to the introduced metal ions) ratios, and 
the variation of the vanadium valance, determine the structural 
features and electrochemical properties of the final vanadates. 
Figure 10 displays the crystal structures of the typical vanadates 
which have been reported for emerging metal-ion batteries,  

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 1904398

Figure 9. The periodic table showing the different elements. The element marked with a red circle represents the vanadium; the elements marked 
with blue circles represent cations which can composite with vanadium oxides; the elements marked with yellow circles represent anions which can 
composite with vanadium.
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namely, LiV3O8, Na0.33V2O5, NaVO2, CaV4O9, Ca0.25V2O5 · H2O, 
and Zn3V2O7(OH)2 · 2H2O, respectively. It is known that their 
structures have distinct differences from one another, and so does 
the electrochemical properties. In the following we will discuss 
the details of these materials and other related vanadates and 
their application in emerging metal-ion batteries.

4.1. Alkali Metal Vanadates

Alkali metal vanadates include lithium vanadates, sodium vana-
dates and potassium vanadates. Compared with the pristine 

vanadium oxides, most of the vanadates displayed more attrac-
tive electrochemical properties. The incorporated alkali metal 
ions are believed to have significant influence on both the struc-
tures and electrochemical properties. For example, the large K+ 
ions in K0.25V2O5 have been demonstrated to act as pillars to 
bring a stabilizing effect, which effectively enhances the struc-
tural stability and increases the ion diffusion channel size, and 
then improves both the cycling and rate performance compared 
to V2O5.[58] Over the past decades, most of the alkali metal vana-
dates have been studied for Li storage. While in recent years, 
considerable efforts have been devoted to the applications of 
alkali metal vanadates in emerging metal-ion batteries.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 1904398

Table 2. The typical vanadates and their electrochemical properties for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Materials Applications Morphology Average discharge 
voltage [V]

Highest capacity 
[mAh g−1]

Cycling stability Refs.

LiV3O8 ZIB cathode Bulk ≈0.82 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈280 Retained 75% after 65 cycles at 133 mA g−1 [152]

Na1.25V3O8 SIB cathode Zigzag nanowires ≈2.3 (vs Na+/Na) ≈172 Retained 87% after 1000 cycles at 1000 mA g−1 [153]

Na2V6O16 · 3H2O ZIB cathode Nanowires ≈0.8 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈350 Retained 90% after 6000 cycles at 5000 mA g−1 [154]

Na0.33V2O5 ZIB cathode Nanowires ≈0.7 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈350 Retained 93% after 1000 cycles at 1000 mA g−1 [155]

γ-Na0.96V2O5 SIB cathode Coral-like nanorod 

agglomerates
≈3.4 (vs Na+/Na) ≈125 Retained 90% after 50 cycles at C/5 [156]

K0.42V2O5 · 0.25H2O PIB cathode Nanobelts ≈2.8 (vs K+/K) 268 Retained 74% after 50 cycles at C/15 [157]

NaVO2 SIB cathode Bulk ≈1.8 (vs Na+/Na) ≈120 Without capacity fading after 15 cycles [158]

Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O ZIB cathode Nanobelts ≈0.8 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈340 Retained 96% after 3000 cycles at 80 C [159]

Mg0.3V2O5 · 1 . 1H2O MIB cathode Nanowires ≈2.2 (vs Mg2+/Mg) 164 10 000 cycles without capacity fading at 1000 mA g−1 [151]

Mg0.25V2O5·H2O CIB cathode parallelogram-shaped 

plate
≈-0.1 (vs Ag+/Ag) ≈120 Retained 86.9% after 500 cycles at 100 mA g−1 [160]

CaV4O9 SIB anode Nanowires ≈1.0 (vs Na+/Na) ≈350 Retained 79% after 1000 cycles at 1000 mA g−1 [150]

Mo2.5+yVO9+δ MIB cathode Nanorods ≈2.2 (vs Mg2+/Mg) 397 Retained 59% after 15 cycles at C/70 [161]

Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O ZIB cathode Nanobelts ≈0.75 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈280 Retained 80% after 1000 cycles at 2400 mA g−1 [22]

Zn3V2O7(OH)2 ⋅ 2H2O ZIB cathode Nanowires ≈0.7 (vs Zn2+/Zn) 213 Retained 68% after 300 cycles at 200 mA g−1 [162]

Zn2V2O7 ZIB cathode Nanowires ≈0.7 (vs Zn2+/Zn) ≈250 Retained 85% after 1000 cycles at 4000 mA g−1 [163]

NH4V4O10 CIB cathode Nanobelts ≈0.3 (vs Ag+/Ag) ≈150 Without capacity fading after 100 cycles [164]

Figure 10. Crystal structures of the typical vanadates for emerging energy storage: a) LiV3O8, b) Na0.33V2O5, c) NaVO2, d) CaV4O9, e) Ca0.25V2O5 · H2O, 
and f) Zn3V2O7(OH)2 · 2H2O.
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4.1.1. LiV3O8

LiV3O8 is a layered structure with (V3O8)− layers stacked along 
a axis (Figure 10a), and Li+ ions occupy all octahedral sites and 
partial tetrahedral sites in the interlayers to hold the adjacent 
layers.[43] These Li+ ions in the interlayers were found to be 
immobile in the structure. In the past years, LiV3O8 was mainly 
studied as a LIB cathode.[165,166] Recently, Alfaruqi et al.[152] 
investigated the Zn2+ storage properties of LiV3O8 for aqueous 
ZIBs with 1 m ZnSO4 (pH 4.0) as electrolyte. High reversible 
capacities of ≈250 mAh g−1 at a current density of 16 mA g−1, 
and 172 mAh g−1 at 133 mA g−1 with capacity retention of 75% 
after 65 cycles were demonstrated. The phase evolution during 
Zn2+ intercalation was studied by in situ XRD and simulation 
techniques. It was found that Zn2+ intercalation firstly results 
in the formation of a stoichiometric ZnLiV3O8 phase, which 
proceeds to reversible solid-solution ZnyLiV3O8 (y > 1) phase. 
Upon Zn2+ deintercalation, ZnyLiV3O8 transforms back to 
LiV3O8 via a single-phase behavior. Such a Zn2+ storage mecha-
nism is different from that for Li+ storage.

Note that the reported cycling performance of LiV3O8 for 
aqueous ZIBs is inferior compared to that of the above-men-
tioned V2O5 or VO2. The reason may be due to the dissolution of 
vanadium into the ZnSO4 aqueous electrolyte which is weakly 
acidic. The dissolution of LiV3O8 during charge/discharge in 
aqueous electrolyte was previously evidenced by the yellow 
colored electrolyte after cycling.[167] Actually, the dissolution of 
vanadium in aqueous electrolyte is a non-negligible issue for 
most of the vanadium-based electrodes, which requires spe-
cial attention. Electrolyte optimization is very important for 
LiV3O8 or other vanadium-based materials as aqueous battery 
electrodes. Generally, a neutral electrolyte is the best choice to 
inhibit the dissolution.[168,169] Besides, adding additives such as 
vanadium sol is an effective way to suppress the dissolution.[88]

4.1.2. Na1+xV3O8

Na1+xV3O8 can be regarded as the derivative of LiV3O8 with the 
replacement of Li by Na. The crystal structure of Na1+xV3O8 
is similar to LiV3O8, with [V3O8]− layers stacked along certain 
direction and Na ions occupied the octahedral sites in the inter-
layers to form a pillared layered structure.[153] Like the anchored 
Li ions in LiV3O8, the Na ions in the layers are also immobile 
during the electrochemical process. Since the larger size of Na 
ions than Li ions, Na1+xV3O8 possess a larger interlayer distance 
than LiV3O8, which means better ion diffusion kinetics. Besides, 
sodium is much abundant than lithium, which determines the 
lower cost of Na1+xV3O8 than LiV3O8. Due to these superiori-
ties, Na1+xV3O8 have been paid much attention recent years. 
Ultrathin Na1.08V3O8 nanosheets,[170] NaV3O8 nanoflakes,[171] 
hydrous Na2V6O16 · xH2O nanowires,[172] Na1.25V3O8,[173] and 
Na1.1V3O7.9 nanobelts[174] have been investigated for Li+ storage.

Due to the expanded interlayer distance, which means 
better accommodation of larger Na ions, Na1+xV3O8 have 
also attracted considerable attentions for the sodium storage. 
Annealed NaV3O8 nanowires were used as an SIB cathode 
by Wang and co-workers.[175] An initial reversible capacity of 
145.8 mAh g−1 was obtained with average voltage of ≈2.5 V. The 

capacity retained 91.1% after 50 cycles. Through ex situ XRD 
analyses, a single-phase reaction mechanism was proposed, 
which is different from the two-phase reaction of LiV3O8 during 
Li+ insertion. Zhang group reported the single-crystalline 
Na1.1V3O7.9 nanobelts for sodium storage.[176] A high capacity 
of 173 mAh g−1 and good cycling stability over 190 cycles were 
achieved. Recently, Dong et al. fabricated a novel kind of hierar-
chical Na1.25V3O8 nanowires with a zigzag shape (Figure 11a,b), 
which displayed excellent performance as an SIB cathode.[153] 
A high capacity of 172.5 mAh g−1 at 100 mA g−1 was achieved 
(Figure 11c), and outstanding cycling and rate capability at 
1000 mA g−1 with capacity retention of 87.7% after 1000 cycles 
were demonstrated (Figure 11d). The good sodium storage per-
formance was believed to be resulted from the synergistic effect 
of the good structural features of Na1.25V3O8 and the zigzag 
nanowire morphology.

Note that Na1+xV3O8 possess several analogues with different 
sodium and oxygen stoichiometry. The excess Na in the struc-
ture and oxygen vacancies may have important impacts on the 
electrochemical performance. To clarify the role of defects on 
the electrochemical performance of Na1+xV3O8, Cao and co-
workers[177] prepared Na1.25+xV3O8 (with x < 0, =0, and >0), and 
compared their sodium storage performance. They demon-
strated that oxygen vacancies were generated in the case of Na-
deficiency, while Na excess resulted in partial reduction of the 
transition metal, or formation of a cation disordered structure. 
The Na-deficiency sample displayed a slightly higher capacity in 
initial cycles compared to the sample with ideal stoichiometry, 
but severer capacity fading was observed upon further cycling. 
It was believed that oxygen vacancies may lead to the loss of 
domain order and then structural collapse, which accounts for 
the capacity fading. However, the Na-excess sample exhibited 
more than 50% higher in capacity than the ideal one, with good 
rate capability and cycling stability. The authors pointed out 
that the presence of excess sodium can reduce the number of 
sp3 orbitals of oxygen available for bonding with the incoming 
Na+, which will reduce the migration energy of Na+ and then 
leads to fast movement of Na+ from site to site. Besides, the 
excess of Na may also result in a cation disordered structure, 
which will benefit to the sodium diffusion and result in the 
higher capacities.

Aqueous SIB based on Na1+xV3O8 as anodes have also 
attracted interests in recent years. The Na+ insertion proper-
ties of Na2V6O16 · nH2O in aqueous electrolyte system were 
investigated by Deng et al. They constructed a full aqueous SIB 
based on bundled Na2V6O16 · nH2O nanobelts as anode and 
Na0.44MnO2 as cathode. Fast capacity fading in initial cycles was 
observed. Based on ex situ XRD analyses, the authors attrib-
uted the capacity fading to the irreversible structural change of 
Na2V6O16 · nH2O upon sodium intercalation.[178]

Important advances of Na1+xV3O8 electrodes are their 
applications for emerging aqueous ZIBs very recently. 
Na1.1V3O7.9 nanoribbons,[179] NaV3O8 · 1.5H2O nanobelts,[180] 
Na2V6O16 · 1.63H2O nanowires[154] and Na2V6O16 · 3H2O 
nanorods[181] have been demonstrated as exciting high-perfor-
mance ZIB cathodes with high capacity (over 300 mAh g−1), 
excellent cycling stability and rate capability. For example, 
NaV3O8 · 1.5H2O nanobelts were reported to realize a high 
reversible capacity of 380 mAh g−1 and capacity retention 
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of 82% after 1000 cycles, while Na2V6O16 · 1.63H2O nanowires 
was found to exhibit a capacity retention of 90% over 6000 
cycles at 5000 mA g−1. These exciting results suggest that 
appropriate vanadates as cathodes are one of the good choices 
for aqueous ZIBs in practical applications.

4.1.3. AxV2O5 (A = Li, Na, and K)

AxV2O5 (A = Li, Na, and K) is the other group in alkali metal 
vanadates. Na0.33V2O5 is a typical example for this series of 
compounds. Different from V2O5 or LiV3O8, Na0.33V2O5 is not 
a typical layered structure but 3D tunnel structure; this kind 
of structure also can be seen as quasilayered.[182] As shown in 
Figure 12a, the infinite V–O layers are linked by corner-shared 
V–O pyramids, which act as “pillars” to connect the adja-
cent layers and transform the layered structure to 3D tunnel 
structure. Based on this structure feature, a better structure sta-
bility than the typical layered structures during ions insertion/
extraction can be expected. The other feature of Na0.33V2O5 is 
the mixed valance state of V5+ and V4+, which is different from 
LiV3O8 where only V5+ exists. The existence of V4+ means a 
better electronic conductivity.[183] Both the structure and valance 
state features determine the superior electrochemical proper-
ties and versatile applications of Na0.33V2O5 in energy storage. 
Based on the reported results, Na0.33V2O5 has been studied as 
different roles in various energy storage systems, including as 
LIB cathode,[59,184,185] LIB anode,[186] SIB cathode,[183,187] super-
capacitor electrode,[188] aqueous LIB anode[189,190] and aqueous 

ZIB cathode.[155] He et al.[155] studied the electrochemical prop-
erties of Na0.33V2O5 nanowires as cathode for aqueous ZIBs. At 
a current density of 0.2 A g−1, the reversible capacity reached to 
over 250 mAh g−1 (Figure 12b). After 1000 cycles at 1.0 A g−1, a 
capacity retention over 93% was obtained. Based on the single 
nanowire device and in situ XRD analyses, it is demonstrated 
that the Na ions in the structure can both increase the electric 
conductivity and act as pillars to enhance the structure stability.

NaV2O5 is another AxV2O5 phase with x = 1, which has a 
similar layered structure with the orthorhombic V2O5. The elec-
trochemically formed NaV2O5 was found to display a specific 
capacity of 120 mAh g−1 at C/10 for Na intercalation, with a 
low voltage of ≈1.6 V (vs Na+/Na).[191] Recently Emery et al.[156] 
synthesized a new γ-Na0.96V2O5 (Figure 12c) as cathode for 
SIBs. Interestingly, this phase displays a high voltage of 3.4 V 
(vs Na+/Na), with initial specific capacity of 125 mAh g−1 and 
capacity retention of ≈90% after 50 cycles (Figure 12d). Such a 
high voltage can compete with other well-known SIB cathode 
materials such as NaNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2, which is not common 
for vanadium oxides or vanadates. However, the origin of the 
high voltage is still not clear, which needs to be further studied. 
But this example is encouraging, and it suggests that vanadates 
family may give more surprise in high-voltage cathodes for SIB 
and other emerging metal-ion batteries in the future.

Recently, Clites et al.[157] reported a bilayered 
K0.42V2O5 · 0.25H2O nanobelts for PIBs. This phase exhibits 
a large layer spacing of 9.65 Å (Figure 12e), which facilitates 
the diffusion of large-sized K+ ions. High reversible capacity of 
268 mAh g−1 (Figure 12f) and 226 mAh g−1 were obtained at 
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Figure 11. a) Crystal structure of Na1.25V3O8. b) TEM image of the Na1.25V3O8 zigzag nanowires, and the inset shows the morphology at a different 
scale. c) Charge/discharge profiles of Na1.25V3O8 nanowires with different morphology at 100 mA g−1 for sodium storage. d) The long-term cycling 
performance of Na1.25V3O8 zigzag nanowires for sodium storage at 1000 mA g−1, and the inset shows the illustration of electrochemical process of 
simple nanowires and zigzag nanowires. Reproduced with permission.[153] Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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low current rates of C/50 and C/15, respectively. When cycled 
for 50 cycles, a capacity retention of 74% was demonstrated. 
It is believed that the preintercalated K-ions in the bilayered 
structure can play a similar role like Na-ions in Na0.33V2O5 to 
enhance the structure stability.

4.1.4. NaxVO2

NaxVO2 is a member of the well-known lamellar AMO2 family, 
and thus its Na deintercalation/intercalation properties have 
attracted some research interests recently, even though it seems 
not to be a good candidate for applications due to its oxygen sen-
sitivity and thermodynamic instability in air. The electrochemical 
Na+ deintercalation process of NaVO2 was first investigated by 
Delmas’s group.[192] Reversible deintercalation/intercalation of 
0.5 Na+ per unit formula was demonstrated at a voltage range of 
1.4–2.5 V, corresponding to a capacity of 126.4 mAh g−1. When 
the upper limit of voltage increased to 3.0 V, the reversibility was 
found to loss, suggesting the structural collapse resulting from 
the Na+ deintercalation. Concurrently, Rozier’s group reported 
the Na storage properties of O3-NaVO2 and P2-Na0.7VO2.[158] 
Both phases were found to reversibly react with 0.5 Na+ in 
1.2–2.4 V with multiple voltage plateaus. Through in situ XRD 
measurements, the reversible structure evolution of P2-Na0.7VO2 
was manifested, and four single-phase domains were identified. 
The lattice parameters were demonstrated to vary as a func-
tion of the Na content during charge/discharge, without drastic 
structural change. Soon after, a more detailed phase diagram 
of the P2-NaxVO2 during electrochemical Na+ intercalation/
deintercalation was reported by Delmas’s group.[193] Similarly, 

four main single-phase domains were demonstrated in the x 
range from 0.5 to 0.9.

4.2. Alkali Earth Metal Vanadates

Unlike the alkali metal vanadates, alkali earth metal vanadates 
seem to be ignored for a long period of time in the investi-
gation of electrode materials for energy storage. However, 
several recent studies on alkali earth metal vanadates reveal 
exciting electrochemical properties, indicating that this field 
is worthy of attention. Xia et al.[159] demonstrated that layered 
Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O is a good candidate for aqueous ZIB cathode. 
A high capacity of 340 mAh g−1 at 0.2 C and capacity reten-
tion of 96% after 3000 cycles at 80 C were achieved. When 
compared with the reported Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O at earlier stage 
(which will be introduced in the following section of transition 
metal vanadates), Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O was found to show higher 
electrical conductivity (185 S m−1 compared to 46 S m−1) and 
larger layer spacing (10.6 Å compared to 10.2 Å) due to the 
larger CaO7 polyhedra than the ZnO6 octahedra in the layers. 
Besides, the lower molecular weight can result in higher gravi-
metric capacity. Soon after that, Ming et al.[194] further identi-
fied a Mg0.34V2O5 · nH2O for aqueous ZIBs, which shows a 
similar bilayered structure with that of Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O and 
Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O. This investigation is motivated by the fact 
that Mg has a lower molecular weight than Zn and Ca, and 
thus a higher capacity (352 mAh g−1 at 100 mA g−1) can be 
obtained. Interestingly, it was found that Mg0.34V2O5 · nH2O 
shows a much larger interlayer spacing (13.4 Å) than that of 
Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O and Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O.
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Figure 12. a) Crystal structure of Na0.33V2O5. b) Charge/discharge profiles of Na0.33V2O5 nanowires for ZIB cathode. Reproduced with permission.[155] 
Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. c) Crystal structure of γ-Na0.96V2O5. d) Charge/discharge profiles of γ-Na0.96V2O5 for SIB cathode, and the inset is the cycling 
performance. Reproduced with permission.[156] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. e) Crystal structure of K0.42V2O5 · 0.25H2O. f) Charge/dis-
charge profiles of KxV2O5 · nH2O for PIB cathode. Reproduced with permission.[157] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Very recently, Xu et al.[151] developed a bilayered 
Mg0.3V2O5 · 1.1H2O nanowires with interlayer spacing of 
11.9 Å and investigated the Mg2+ storage performance. Remark-
ably, with Mg(TFSI)2 in acetonitrile as electrolyte and ACC as 
counter electrode, an ultralong cycling stability for 10 000 cycles 
with capacity retention over 80% was demonstrated. Based 
on the comparison with the control samples V2O5 · H2O and 
Mg0.3V2O5, it is believed that the excellent cycling stability of 
Mg0.3V2O5 · 1.1H2O is attributed to the synergistic effect of 
the inherent Mg2+ ions and crystal water. Soon after, a dif-
ferent bilayered Mg0.25V2O5 · H2O with an interlayer spacing 
of 10.76 Å and a parallelogram-shaped plate morphology was 
reported by Xu and coauthors for Ca2+ storage.[160] Notably, an 
ultrastable structure feature of Mg0.25V2O5 · H2O was demon-
strated during Ca2+ ions intercalation/deintercalation, with a 
tiny interlayer spacing variation of only ≈0.09 Å, which results 
in an excellent cycling stability for 500 cycles with retention of 
86.9%. Based on experimental characterizations and ab initio 
calculation, it is proved that Mg2+ ions are more stable in the 
interlayers, while Ca2+ ions are more diffusible in the structure.

Considering the bilayered structures with large layer 
spacing, the good structure stability pillared by alkali earth 
metal ions, and charge screen effect from the crystal waters 
between the layers, MgxV2O5 · nH2O and CaxV2O5 · nH2O are 
very promising candidates for the emerging multivalent metal-
ion batteries. The above investigations about their application 
in aqueous ZIBs, MIBs and CIBs is an excellent beginning. 
Further works about these phases for multivalent metal-ion 

batteries are expected in the future. Besides, deeper insights 
into the effects of different kind of alkali earth metal ions or 
different amounts of ions and crystal water on the structure fea-
tures and electrochemical properties are desired.

Apart from acting as pillars in the layered structure to 
improve the performance of a cathode, the Ca2+ ions (or other 
alkali earth metal ions) can also bring a different positive effect 
in the conversion-reaction based anode materials. Recently, 
Xu et al.[150] identified the outstanding electrochemical proper-
ties of alkali earth metal vanadates as SIB anodes. The prepared 
CaV4O9 nanowires was found to display superior Na+ storage 
performance compared to the control sample VO2 nanowires, 
including an applicable reversible capacity over 300 mAh g−1 
(Figure 13a), a good rate capability and an excellent long-term 
cycling stability over 1600 cycles. Through single nanowire 
device (Figure 13b), the CaV4O9 nanowire was demonstrated to 
possess a high electric conductivity over 100 S cm−1. Based on 
in situ/ex situ characterizations, it was found that the initial Na+ 
insertion resulted in an irreversible conversion from CaV4O9 to 
NaVO2 and CaO nanograins, and in the subsequent processes, 
NaVO2 was proposed to reversibly convert to VO2 (Figure 13c). 
Notably, unlike the typical conversion reaction observed in other 
transition metal oxides (such as Fe/Co/Ni/Cu-based oxides), 
the whole conversion process from CaV4O9 to NaVO2 and then 
to VO2 only accompanied by a small volume change less than 
10%, evidenced by theoretical calculation and in situ TEM 
measurement (Figure 13d). This feature substantially ensures 
the structure stability in the electrochemical charge/discharge 
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Figure 13. a) Charge/discharge profiles of CaV4O9 nanowires in the voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V versus Na+/Na. b) I–V curves of CaV4O9 nanowire and 
VO2 nanowire. Inset is the SEM image of the CaV4O9 single nanowire device. c) Schematic illustrations of the sodium storage mechanism of CaV4O9 
and VO2. d) In situ TEM measurements of CaV4O9 nanowires. Reproduced with permission.[150] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
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processes. Besides, based on the ab initio calculation and ex situ 
TEM characterization, a self-preserving effect from the gener-
ated CaO was revealed, which effectively inhibits the agglom-
eration and prevents the grain-growth of the generated active 
nanograins during charge/discharge, and preserve the elec-
trodes in a high reversibility. Inspired by the excellent properties 
of CaV4O9, the authors further prepared nanosheet-assembled 
compact CaV4O9 microflowers with an increased tap density of 
0.74 g cm−3.[195] Benefiting from the improved tap density of the 
compact microflower structure and the intrinsic small volume 
change of CaV4O9, a high areal capacity of ≈1.0 mAh cm−2 with 
stable cycling performance was obtained at a high mass loading 
for Na+ storage. These results indicate that CaV4O9 is a prom-
ising anode material for SIBs in practical applications.

Considering that alkaline earth metal elements are very 
abundant and cost-effective, the exciting results stated above 
indicate that the alkaline earth metal vanadates have great 
potential for both high-performance cathodes and anodes in 
emerging energy storage. Even though the above achievements 
have been reported, more attentions should be paid to this 
material system in the future.

4.3. Transition Metal Vanadates

Transition metal vanadates have a big family with large number 
of members with different compositions, structures and proper-
ties. Most of the common transition metals (Ag, Cu, Co, Mn, 
Fe, Ni, Zn, etc.) can composite with vanadium oxides and form 
specific vanadates (Figure 9). Among them, Ag2V4O11 is a typical 
example, which has been commercialized as a primary lithium 
battery cathode as early as 30 years ago.[196] Both the physico-
chemical properties (crystal structure, conductivity, thermody-
namic stability, etc.) and electrochemical characteristics (voltage, 
capacity, electrochemical stability, etc.) of the vanadates are 
highly affected by the species of incorporated transition metal 
elements. In the past years, most of the investigations about tran-
sition metal vanadates mainly focused on the Li storage prop-
erties following the research line of Ag2V4O11, some of which 
shows interesting Li storage properties, such as Cu2.33V4O11 as 
lithium battery cathode,[197] Co3V2O8

[198] and Zn2(OH)3VO3
[199] 

as LIB anodes. In recent years, some other new transition metal 
vanadates were discovered and were found to exhibit interesting 
electrochemical properties for emerging energy storage.

Wei et al.[200] recently reported a novel layered 
Fe5V15O39(OH)9⋅9H2O nanosheets for LIB cathode, which was 
found to exhibit a high reversible capacity (350 mAh g−1 at 
0.1 A g−1) and ultrahigh-rate capability (90 mAh g−1 at 20 A g−1). 
The superior performance inspired them to further study this 
material in aqueous ZIB, and the results were also satisfactory. 
A high capacity (385 mAh g−1 at 0.1 A g−1) and good cycling 
stability (retained 80% after 300 cycles at 5 A g−1) were achieved 
when used as ZIB cathode.[201]

Mo2.5+yVO9+δ with a 3D microporous framework were found 
to display a superior Mg2+ storage property in MIBs.[161] A high 
initial capacity of 397 mAh g−1 (corresponding to 3.49 Mg2+ 
intercalation) was obtained at C/70, retaining ≈235 mAh g−1 
after 15 cycles. Besides, the average discharge voltage is ≈2.1 V, 
which is higher than that of traditional Chevrel cathodes. It is 

believed that the combination of Mo and V ions in the cathode 
is beneficial to the charge redistribution to maintain electro-
neutrality during intercalation of Mg2+ ions.

Nazar’s group reported a Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O nanobelts for 
aqueous rechargeable ZIBs (Figure 14a,b).[22] This compound 
is a bilayered structure with a large layer spacing over 10.0 Å, 
and the indigenous Zn ions and water molecule act as pillars 
in the interlayers to stabilize the layered structure (Figure 14d). 
The favorable structural features and the nanobelt morphology 
result in a superior electrochemical performance. The presented 
aqueous zinc battery displays a high capacity of 282 mAh g−1 
(corresponding to 1.1 Zn2+ intercalation) (Figure 14e), a high 
energy density of ≈250 Wh kg−1 (based on the mass of cathode), 
and a good cycling stability for 1000 cycles with capacity 
retention over 80% (Figure 14f). After that, another two 
zinc vanadates for aqueous ZIBs were reported, those are 
Zn3V2O7(OH)2⋅2H2O nanowires[162] and Zn2V2O7 nano-
wires,[163] respectively. Zn3V2O7(OH)2⋅2H2O nanowires was 
found to display reversible capacity of 213 mAh g−1 at 50 mA g−1  
and cycling stability up to 300 cycles at 200 mA g−1. Zn2V2O7 
nanowires exhibited reversible capacity of ≈250 mAh g−1 at 
50 mA g−1 and ≈150 mAh g−1 at 4000 mA g−1. Good cycling 
stability for 1000 cycles at 4000 mA g−1 was obtained. The Zn 
storage mechanism for these phases was all demonstrated to 
be intercalation/deintercalation reaction. Considering the low 
cost of zinc, vanadium and aqueous electrolyte, combined 
with the superior reported electrochemical performance, the 
aqueous Zn//Zn–V–O batteries are very promising for large-
scale energy storage.

4.4. Other Vanadates

Apart from the alkali metal vanadates, alkali earth metal 
vanadates and transition metal vanadates, some others not 
belonging to these three categories were also successively 
reported recently, such as ammonium vanadates[202] and 
AlV3O9,[203] which further indicate the plentiful family mem-
bers of the vanadates. As an example, NH4V4O10 has recently 
been reported as a high-capacity cathode for both MIBs[204] and 
CIBs,[164] respectively. Even though limited works about these 
phases for emerging electrochemical energy storage, they pro-
vide more opportunities in the future.

In this section, we have summarized and discussed the 
structures, properties and electrochemical performances of 
various vanadates in emerging electrochemical energy storage. 
It could be noticed that there is a large number of members in 
this family, which is originated from the features of vanadium-
based oxides with facile distortion of V–O polyhedrons and 
the multivalent variation of vanadium. Among them, several 
phases have displayed promising electrochemical properties for 
beyond LIBs, such as CaV4O9 for SIB anode, Zn0.25V2O5 · xH2O 
and Ca0.25V2O5 · nH2O for ZIB cathodes. Compared to the 
vanadium oxides, vanadates generally exhibit improved elec-
trochemical performance especially in cycling and rate, due to 
the optimizing effects (such as pillar effect or self-preserving 
effect) from the additional metal ions in the structure. Besides, 
the diversity of different vanadates with various properties pro-
vides a lot of choices for the development of emerging battery 
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systems. We believe that more unexploited electrode materials 
will be identified and interesting/exciting results will be discov-
ered with the further investigation of vanadates group.

5. Vanadium Phosphates

Vanadium phosphates, including Li3V2(PO4)3 (LVP), 
Na3V2(PO4)3 (NVP), vanadium fluorophosphates, vanadium 
pyrophosphates, and others, are a class of promising elec-
trodes for energy storage, due to their advantages of high 
output voltage, stable framework and fast ion diffusion coeffi-
cient.[49,205,206] For example, NVP has been extensively studied 
for SIBs recently. It is noteworthy that NVP has a unique Na 
superionic conductor (NASICON) structure, which possesses 
an open framework containing large interstitial channels with 
high ionic mobility.[205] Vanadium phosphates consisting of 
[PO4] tetrahedrons and [VO6] octahedrons generally exhibit 
robust crystal structures with good structural stability during 
the ions insertion/extraction. Meanwhile, the excellent chem-
ical stability of (PO4)3− groups endows these electrode materials 
with better thermal safety compared with other vanadium-based 
materials.[207] Besides, the inductive effect produced by (PO4)3− 
groups results in a generally high output voltage of vanadium 
phosphates than vanadium oxides or vanadates.[49]

However, like other phosphate electrodes, vanadium phos-
phates generally suffer from inferior electronic conductivity 
because the [VO6] octahedrons are separated by phosphate 
groups. Therefore, improving the electrical conductivity 
becomes a very important research topic scientifically for 
vanadium phosphates. To enhance the practical capacity 

and rate capability in energy storages, extensive efforts from 
carbon coating, metal-ion doping, and nanocomposite design 
(Figure 15) have been carried out for vanadium phosphates. 
The different strategies for enhanced electrochemical perfor-
mances of representative vanadium phosphates in emerging 
metal-ion batteries are listed in Table 3. More details will be 
reviewed carefully in the following sections.

5.1. Li3V2(PO4)3

Lithium vanadium phosphate, Li3V2(PO4)3 (LVP), has been 
extensively studied as a cathode for LIBs recently, which exhibits 
a high average potential of ≈4.0 V (V vs Li+/Li), a considerable 
theoretical specific capacity of 197 mAh g−1 (3 Li+ insertion/
extraction) and a fast lithium-ion diffusion coefficient of 10−9 
to 10−10 cm2 s−1.[49,222–224] Since the superior structure features 
and electrochemical properties, LVP also attracted interests for 
Na storage. The as-prepared 3D graphene framework wrapped 
LVP composite reported by Xiong et al.[208] exhibits a high 
energy density of 501.3 Wh kg−1 when used as SIB cathode. It 
was found that Na ions replace partial Li ions of LVP during 
the first cycle, and the topotactic reaction (reversible insertion/
extraction of Na+ ions) occurs during the subsequent cycles.

5.2. Na3V2(PO4)3

Na3V2(PO4)3 (NVP) has been widely studied for SIBs due to its 
stable 3D NASICON structure, applicable operation potential 
(3.40 V vs Na+/Na) and moderate capacity (117 mAh g−1) when 
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Figure 14. a) Schematic of the zinc battery based on Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O as cathode. b) SEM image of Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O nanobelts. c) HRTEM image of 
Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O nanobelts showing the (200) planes. d) Illustration of the reaction process of Zn2+ ions and water molecule during electrochemical 
discharge process. e) Galvanostatic discharge and charge profiles of the Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O nanobelts. f) Cycling performance and corresponding cou-
lombic efficiency of Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O nanobelts. Reproduced with permission.[22] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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used as an SIB cathode.[205] In addition, the redox couple of 
V3+/V2+ indicate that NVP can be also used as an anode for SIBs. 
It is generally known that the thermodynamically stable phase 
of NVP is rhombohedral.[225] Recently, a monoclinic NVP has 
also been reported, which was obtained at a low temperature.[226] 
In rhombohedral NVP framework, the Na+ ions have two dif-
ferent sites (Figure 16a); one occupies in the six-coordinate 
Na–O sites (Na1), and the other in the eight-coordinate Na–O 
sites (Na2). The representative ion occupations based on the cal-
culated [Na3V2(PO4)3]2 unit model are shown in Figure 16b–d. 
Three main migration mechanisms are considered within this 

3D NASICON structure involving conventional vacancy hop-
ping between neighboring Na positions (Figure 16e–g).[227]

As a cathode, NVP delivers a theoretical capacity of 
117 mAh g−1, which corresponds to ≈2.0 Na+ extraction from 
NVP to form NaV2(PO4)3; while as the anode, >1.0 Na+ can be 
inserted in the voltage window of 1.0−3.0 V to form Na4V2(PO4)3. 
Jian et al. further studied the insertion behavior at a lower voltage 
window.[228] When discharged to 0.01 V, the fifth Na+ ion will be 
inserted into the framework to form Na5V2(PO4)3, which pre-
sents a smooth plateau at around 0.31 V versus Na+/Na. In a 
large voltage range of 0.01−3.8 V, three plateaus can be clearly 
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Table 3. The typical vanadium phosphates nanomaterials, strategies and electrochemical performance for emerging metal-ion batteries.

Materials Systems Strategies Highest capacity 
[mAh g−1]

Discharge plateaus [V] Cycling stability (current rate, specific capacity, 
cycle numbers, capacity retention)

Refs.

Li3V2(PO4)3 SIBs 2D carbon coating 100 3.78, 3.19 and 3.16 500 mA g−1, 80 mAh g−1, 500 cycles, 65% [208]

Na3V2(PO4)3 SIBs 0D carbon coating 104.3 ≈3.36 5 C, 95 mAh g−1, 700 cycles, 96% [209]

SIBs 1D carbon coating 114 ≈3.33 20 C, 90 mAh g−1, 10 000 cycles, 100% [210]

SIBs 2D carbon coating 117 ≈3.4 50 C, 90 mAh g−1, 15 000 cycles, 70% [211]

SIBs 3D carbon coating 115 ≈3.4 30 C, 105 mAh g−1, 20 000 cycles, 54% [62]

SIBs Metal doping 101 3.6 and 3.3 1 C, 101 mAh g−1, 1000 cycles, 89% [212]

SIBs Composite with Ni2P 110 ≈3.4 16 C, 84 mAh g−1, 1500 cycles, 90% [213]

ZIBs 2D carbon coating 97 1.1 0.5 C, 97 mAh g−1, 100 cycles, 74% [214]

VOPO4 SIBs Ultrathin nanosheet fabrication 136 ≈3.5 5 C, 73 mAh g−1, 500 cycles, 73% [64]

MIBs Interlayer expansion 310 ≈0.9 100 mA g−1, 280 mAh g−1, 500 cycles, 68% [215]

Na3V2(PO4)2F3 SIBs 2D carbon coating 110 3.98 and 3.51 10 C, 110 mAh g−1, 1000 cycles, 75% [216]

NaVPO4F SIBs 1D carbon coating 111 3.43 2 C, 105 mAh g−1, 1000 cycles, 96.5% [217]

Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F SIBs 3D carbon coating 127.2 4.0 and 3.6 30 C, 90 mAh g−1, 2000 cycles, 83% [218]

Na7V4(P2O7)4(PO4) SIBs 2D carbon coating 91 3.88 C/2, 91 mAh g−1, 1000 cycles, 78.3% [219]

K3V2(PO4)3 SIBs 1D carbon coating 119 Without voltage plateau 1000 mA g−1, 68 mAh g−1, 2000 cycles, 96% [220]

PIBs 3D carbon coating 57 ≈3.6 20 mA g−1, 54 mAh g−1, 100 cycles, 96% [221]

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of the strategies for enhanced electrochemical performance of vanadium phosphates.
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observed, which correspond to the phase changes between 
Na3V2(PO4)3 and NaV2(PO4)3 at 3.40 V, between Na3V2(PO4)3 and 
Na4V2(PO4)3 at 1.65 V, and between Na4V2(PO4)3 and Na5V2(PO4)3 
at 0.31 V, respectively (Figure 17a). Three reversible redox cou-
ples of 3.35/3.49, 1.61/1.70, and 0.22/0.40 V are observed in the 
corresponding CV curves (Figure 17b).[205] Such a Na+ insertion/
extraction characteristic of NVP enables that a symmetric Na-ion 
full battery with output voltage of ≈1.8 V or ≈3.0 V can be real-
ized by using NVP as both anode and cathode.[229,230]

Although NVP as an SIB electrode has many advantages, it 
still suffers from intrinsic low electric conductivity like LVP, 
which limits the practical rate capability and cycling perfor-
mance.[233–237] The NVP nanocrystal coated by carbon layer 
to form different NVP@C composites, such as 0D, 1D, 2D 
and 3D carbon coating structure (Figure 18), are particu-
larly favorable because of both reduced diffusion length for 
Na+ insertion/extraction and enhanced electronic conduc-
tivity.[209,238,239] For example, Ren et al.[61] constructed a novel 

NVP/C nanofiber network through a facile self-sacrificed tem-
plated method (Figure 18b). The as-synthesized material dis-
plays superior cycling stability (retained 95.9% after 1000 cycles 
at 10 C) and outstanding high-rate performance (94 mAh g−1 
at 100 C). Jiang et al.[210] constructed bundled NVP nanofibers 
with carbon scaffold structure, which maintained at least 96.1% 
of the initial capacity after 1000 cycles when operated at 1, 2, 
and 5 C between 2.6 and 3.8 V versus Na+/Na, and 99.9% of the 
initial capacity was available even after 10 000 cycles at 20 C. Xu 
et al.[211] presented a novel 2D layer-by-layer NVP@rGO nano-
composite, which delivers an outstanding rate performance 
with capacity of 118 mAh g−1 (0.5 C), 91 mAh g−1 (50 C) and 
41 mAh g−1 (200 C), respectively. Rui et al.[231] proposed a 
meso/macroporous NVP-based hybrid cathode, which consists 
of carbon-coated NVP nanocrystals and wrapped reduced gra-
phene oxide nanosheets (Figure 18c). Even at 80 and 100 C, the 
reversible capacities of 91 and 86 mAh g−1 are obtained, cor-
responding to 77% and 73% capacity utilization within 45 and 
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Figure 16. a) Schematic diagrams of NVP. Scheme representing ion occupations based on the calculated [Na3V2(PO4)3]2 unit model: b) the primary 
state with 0.75 occupation for all Na sites; c) one Na ion extracted configuration with 0.5 occupation for the sites, and d) two Na ions extracted con-
figuration with 0.5 occupation for the left Na(1) sites. Possible Na ion migration paths in Na3V2(PO4)3 along e) x, f) y, and g) curved z directions. 
Reproduced with permission.[227] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 17. Electrochemical voltage–composition a) and CV b) curves in the voltage range of 0.01–3.8 V versus Na+/Na of NVP. Reproduced with 
permission.[205] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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36 s, respectively. Cao group[62] designed a hierarchical carbon 
framework wrapped Na3V2(PO4)3, in which the carbon frame-
work consists of carbon coating layers and interconnected 
carbon nanofibers. Remarkable sodium storage performance 
with both ultrahigh rate capability (38 mAh g−1 at 500 C) and 
ultralong cycle life (20 000 cycles at 30 C with 54% retention) 
were achieved.

Besides carbon-based conducting additives, metal oxides and 
phosphides were also used to form composites to enhance the 
electrochemical performance, such as NVP-Ni2P/C.[213] More-
over, several works about various ions doped NVP for SIBs were 
reported, such as Mg, Mn, Fe, and Ni.[212,240–243] Goodenough and 
co-workers[212] reported an investigation of Mn, Fe and Ni doped 
NASICON structured NaxMV(PO4)3 (M = Mn, Fe, or Ni) as SIB 
cathodes. The Na4MnV(PO4)3 was trigonal structure constructed 
by Mn/VO6 octahedral and PO4 tetrahedral by corner sharing. 
It exhibits two charge/discharge plateaus at 3.6 and 3.3 V, cor-
responding to the redox behaviors of Mn3+/Mn2+ and V4+/V3+, 
respectively. A reversible capacity of around 101 mA h g−1 at 1 C 
was achieved, and after 1000 cycles, 90 mAh g−1 was retained, 
corresponding to a capacity retention of ≈89%. Na3FeV(PO4)3 has 
a little difference in structure compared to that of Na4MnV(PO4)3. 
The distortion of the FeO6 octahedron cooperatively distorts the 
crystal structure to monoclinic. Na3FeV(PO4)3 exhibits a similar 
reversible capacity and cycling stability to Na4MnV(PO4)3. How-
ever, the relatively lower charge/discharge plateaus at 3.3 and 
2.5 V were observed, which corresponding to the redox behavior 
of V4+/V3+ and Fe3+/Fe2+. For Na4NiV(PO4)3, the pure phase with 
NASICON structure was found hard to be obtained.

Due to the promising NASICON structure, NVP attracted 
extensive interests not only for SIBs, but also for hybrid 
LIBs,[244–246] emerging ZIBs[214] and AIBs.[247] Li et al.[214] applied 
NVP as the cathode for aqueous ZIBs. A reversible capacity of 
97 mAh g−1 at 0.5 C with a relatively high discharge voltage pla-
teau of 1.1 V was obtained, which retained 74% after 100 cycles. 
Besides, the charge/discharge rate can be up to 10 C.

In brief, as a typical NASICON compound, NVP is basi-
cally the most stable host material for Na+ storage. Over 10 000 
cycles have been achieved by several reports.[62,210,211,231] This 
advantage, together with the fast Na+ diffusion coefficient, 
applicable voltage, moderate capacity and abundant resource, 
enable it a highly promising candidate for SIBs in practical 
applications, especially for large-scale energy storage where 
long cycle life and low cost are more important than energy 
density. Increasing the electronic conductivity using a facile 
and cost-effective way is very important. In the future, an 
important target may be how to make a balance between per-
formance (high rate and long life) and synthesis strategy (high 
yields and low cost).

5.3. VOPO4

VOPO4 has seven polymorphs with different structures, 
including αI (P4/n), αII (P4/n), β (Pnma), δ (P42/mbc), ε (Cc), 
ω (P42/mmc), and γ (Pbam).[248,249] Among all the polymorphs 
of VOPO4, αI-VOPO4 is a special one due to its layered crystal 
structure. The layers are stacked along c direction. In each 
VOPO4 plane, PO4 tetrahedra and distorted VO5 polyhedra 
are alternatively arranged by a corner-sharing oxygen.[65] The 
synergic advantages of layered structure and potential high 
voltage (due to the inductive effect from PO4 group) attract 
interests about αI-VOPO4 in SIBs. He et al.[65] successfully 
prepared layered VOPO4 by a chemical delithiation process 
from tetragonal αI-LiVOPO4 (Figure 19a). The obtained 
VOPO4 sample exhibited a discharge plateau around 3.5 V 
versus Na+/Na (Figure 19b), and a capacity of ≈110 mAh g−1 
(0.67 Na+) in 1.5–4.3 V without any conductive coating. After 
a preliminary optimization using rGO nanosheets, a 
higher reversible capacity of ≈150 mAh g−1 (0.90 Na+) was 
demonstrated.

The other important method to prepare layered VOPO4 is 
through a dehydration of α-VOPO4 · 2H2O. Since the weak 
hydrogen bonds between water molecules and oxygen atoms 
in α-VOPO4 · 2H2O, it is feasible to exfoliate VOPO4 ultrathin 
nanosheets from the VOPO4 · 2H2O (Figure 19c,d).[63,64,66,250] 
Yu research group reported ultrathin VOPO4 nanosheets for 
high-rate and long-life alkali-ion storage.[64,66,250] The exfoli-
ated VOPO4 nanosheets exhibit high reversible capacities of 
154 and 136 mAh g−1 for Li+ and Na+ storage at 0.1 C, and 
100 and 70 mAh g−1 at 5 C, respectively. Kinetics analysis 
revealed the intercalation pseudocapacitive behavior for both 
Li+ and Na+ storage.[64] Additionally, the as-prepared VOPO4 
nanosheets can also act as a promising cathode for full SIBs 
matching with Na2Ti3O7 anode. The full cell exhibited a high 
output voltage of ≈2.9 V (Figure 19e) and a high energy density 
of 220 Wh kg−1 (based on the mass of both the cathode and 
anode materials). Good rate capability (Figure 19f) and superior 
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Figure 18. a) HRTEM image of 0D NVP@C nanocomposite. Reproduced 
with permission.[209] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) TEM 
image of 1D NVP@C nanofiber network. Reproduced with permission.[61] 
Copyright 2016, Elsevier. c) SEM image of 2D NVP@C@rGO nano-
composite. Reproduced with permission.[231] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. 
d) SEM image of the 3D NVP@C nanocomposite. Reproduced with per-
mission.[232] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
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cycling performance (Figure 19g) of the full cell for 100 cycles 
with a capacity retention of 92.4% was achieved.[66]

Very recently, layered VOPO4 was further studied for 
rechargeable MIBs. But it was found that pristine VOPO4 
showed poor Mg2+ storage performance, and the special modi-
fications are necessary. Zhou et al.[215] effectively expanded the 
interlayer spacing of VOPO4 · 2H2O from 0.74 to 1.42 nm by 
phenylamine molecules preintercalation. The enlarged layer 
spacing results in the fast diffusion kinetics of MgCl+ ions with 
low polarization. Ascribed to that, a high reversible capacity of 
310 mAh g−1 and good cycling stability for 500 cycles was real-
ized. Ji et al.[251] found that introducing water both in VOPO4 
structure and in the electrolytes is the other way to activate the 
Mg2+ storage performance of the VOPO4 cathode, since water 
can effectively lubricate the diffusion of Mg2+ ions and release 
the capacity limited by diffusion kinetics.

Note that NaVOPO4
[252–254] and KVOPO4

[255,256] have also 
been investigated as cathode materials for SIBs and PIBs, 
respectively. Similar to VOPO4, NaVOPO4 was reported to 
exhibit an average potential of 3.6 V when used as an SIB 
cathode.[252] For KVOPO4, it was reported that it can deliver 
a high voltage over 4.0 V for PIBs.[255] But since the limited 

reports, the syntheses, electrochemical properties and reaction 
behaviors of these phases need to be further studied.

5.4. Vanadium Fluorophosphates

Vanadium fluorophosphates, owing to their high voltage plat-
form, high energy density and excellent thermal stability, are 
considered to be potential high-energy electrode materials 
for next-generation LIBs and beyond.[257,258] The typical vana-
dium fluorophosphates include LiVPO4F, NaVPO4F, KVPO4F, 
Na3V2(PO4)2F3, Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F, and Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x. 
These kinds of electrode materials exhibit high output volt-
ages, which is attributed to the strong inductive effect from the 
(PO4)3− polyanion and the highly electronegative F− anion.[259] 
Besides, the additional fluorine atoms in the skeleton struc-
tures are beneficial to develop novel polyanion systems due 
to the stable VF bond.[259,260] Like other phosphate cathodes, 
fluorophosphates generally suffer from low electronic conduc-
tivity.[261] Besides, synthesis of pure phase of several vanadium 
fluorophosphates is also a big challenge. Up to now, many 
efforts have been made to overcome these obstacles.[34,262]
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Figure 19. a) Illustration of the structure evolution of αI-LiVOPO4, αI-VOPO4, and αI-NaVOPO4. b) Discharge/charge curves of VOPO4 in the voltage 
range of 1.5–4.3 V (vs Na+/Na); inset is the corresponding CV curves. Reproduced with permission.[65] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.  
c) Illustration of the exfoliation process from α-VOPO4 · 2H2O to VOPO4 nanosheets. d) SEM image of the prepared VOPO4 ultrathin nanosheets using 
exfoliation method. Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group. e) Typical charge/discharge profiles of Na2Ti3O7//VOPO4 
full cells, and the inset shows the red LEDs powered by the full cells under rolled state. f) The discharge profiles of the Na2Ti3O7//VOPO4 full cells at 
different rates. g) Cycling performance with coulombic efficiency of the Na2Ti3O7//VOPO4 full cell at 1 C. Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 
2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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5.4.1. AVPO4F (A = Na and K)

NaVPO4F (NVPF) with a tetragonal structure was firstly 
reported by Barker et al.[263] to be a new cathode for SIBs. A 
high average discharge voltage of ≈3.7 V and a reversible 
capacity of 82 mAh g−1 were displayed. But the capacity was 
found to decrease to less than 50% only after 30 cycles. To 
improve the electrochemical performance, several strategies 
such as Cr doping,[264] carbon coating[265,266] and graphene mod-
ification[267] have been reported. The graphene modified NVPF 
reported by Ruan et al.[267] exhibits distinct increased capacity 
of 120.9 mAh g−1 at 0.02 C with capacity retention of 97.7% 
after 50 cycles. Recently, Jin et al.[217] successfully prepared self-
standing NVPF/C nanofibers using an electrospinning method 
followed by heat treatment for SIB cathode. The NVPF nano-
particles with the size of ≈6 nm were found to be embedded 
in porous carbon matrix. A high capacity of 126.3 mAh g−1 at 
1 C with distinct voltage plateaus at ≈3.58/3.43 V (vs Na+/Na) 
was achieved. Besides, ultralong cyclability for 1000 cycles with 
retention of 96.5% at 2 C was demonstrated.

KVPO4F (KVPF) was recently reported as a high-voltage 
cathode material for PIBs.[255,268] It was found that KVPF 
exhibits a high working voltage of ≈4.02 V versus K+/K, with 
a discharge capacity of ≈70 mAh g−1 in the voltage range of 
2.0–4.8 V. When the upper voltage limit was extended to 5.0 V, 
a discharge capacity of 92 mAh g−1 was achieved. Based on 
the operando XRD measurements, the lattice volume change 
during cycles was demonstrated to be only 5.8% for KVPF, 
suggesting the outstanding structure stability during K+ 

insertion/extraction.[255] These results indicate that KVPF is a 
promising high-voltage cathode for PIBs.

5.4.2. Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x

Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x is the general formula of an important 
family of sodium-vanadium fluorophosphates with 3D open 
framework structure (Figure 20a).[269–272] Two extreme phases 
with x = 0 and x = 1 are Na3V2(PO4)2F3 and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F, 
respectively, which have attracted extensive interests recently for 
SIB cathodes due to their high operating voltages (Figure 20b). 
The vanadium oxidation states of the two end-member com-
pounds are +3 and +4, respectively, while the intermediate 
compounds are V3+/V4+ mixed-valence phases. Rojo group[269] 
prepared a series of Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x samples via a hydro-
thermal method by varying the type and content of carbon in 
the synthesis. They concluded that the vanadium oxidation 
state and thus fluorine and oxygen content (x value) varied 
along with the amount of remaining carbon in the material. In 
Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x structure, oxygen substitutes for fluorine in 
the vanadium-centered bioctahedra and render vanadium of a 
higher average oxidation state. Figure 20c,d shows the compar-
ison of structure between the two extreme phases Na3V2(PO4)2F3 
and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F. The two phases present the same frame-
work, while one of the fluorine atoms in Na3V2(PO4)2F3 is 
replaced by an oxygen in Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F. The increased 
oxygen content renders a slightly lower operating voltage (about 
100 mV) for the end phase where x = 1 (Figure 20b).[273]

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 1904398

Figure 20. a) Crystal structure of Na3V2(PO4)2F3 showing an open framework. Reproduced with permission.[272] Copyright 2014, American Chem-
ical Society. b) Comparison of the charge/discharge curves between Na3V2(PO4)2F3 and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F during Na+ intercalation/deintercalation. 
Reproduced with permission.[273] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. Comparison of the crystal structure between Na3V2(PO4)2F3 c) and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F  
d). Reproduced with permission.[269] Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. e) In situ XRD patterns of Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F during the Na+ intercala-
tion/deintercalation between 2.5 and 4.5 V. Reproduced with permission.[218] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. f) Charge/discharge profiles of Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F 
in the voltage range of 1–4.4 V, showing an additional voltage plateau at ≈1.6 V. Reproduced with permission.[273] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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The investigations primarily concentrated on the two 
end-member phases of this family, Na3V2(PO4)2F3 and 
Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F. Na3V2(PO4)2F3 has a tetragonal crystal struc-
ture with the space group of P42/mnm,[274] which exhibits two 
plateaus with average voltages of about 3.7 and 4.2 V (redox 
couple of V3+/V4+) (Figure 20b). The high potential of V3+/V4+ 
in this material is believed to originate from the strong induc-
tive effects of anion groups. Due to the high output voltage, 
Na3V2(PO4)2F3 possesses a high theoretical energy density 
of ≈507 Wh kg−1, which is higher than that of Na3V2(PO4)3 
(≈400 Wh kg−1), and comparable to that of commercial-
ized LIBs cathodes LiFePO4 (≈580 Wh kg−1) and LiMn2O4 
(≈480 Wh kg−1).[275] Moreover, the high voltage cathode 
delivers excellent structure stability for SIBs.[276] Therefore, 
Na3V2(PO4)2F3 has recently attracted great interests about 
its detailed intrinsic properties and reaction mechanisms. Ji 
research group[277] investigated electrochemical properties of 
Na3V2(PO4)2F3 and revealed the Na+ ion migration mechanisms 
by the first principles calculations. Grey group[278] revealed the 
rapid Na+ mobility during Na+ extraction process using NMR 
spectroscopy combined with XRD. Bianchini et al. revealed the 
detailed phase diagram during Na extraction[275] and structural 
distortion[272] using high angular and intensity resolution syn-
chrotron radiation diffraction. Broux et al.[279] investigated the 
influence of the oxygen substitution for fluorine on the struc-
tural and transport properties of Na3V2(PO4)2F3 as a function of 
temperature. Yu group[216] investigated the intrinsic ionic and 
electronic conductivities, as well as the chemical diffusion coef-
ficient of Na+ of Na3V2(PO4)2F3. They confirmed that the elec-
tronic conductivity in Na3V2(PO4)2F3 was much smaller than 
the ionic one. Based on that, they developed optimized design 
with 0D Na3V2(PO4)2F3 nanoparticles (30–50 nm) connected to 
the 3D graphene network, ensuring the good electric contact 
between nanoparticles and graphene network, and resulting in 
the superior energy and power densities as an SIB cathode. A 
high energy density of 348 Wh kg−1 and excellent cycling sta-
bility for 1000 cycles at a fast rate of 10 C (6 min per charge and 
discharge) was obtained.

Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F (NVOPF) is based on V4+/V5+ redox couple 
during the electrochemical process. Since the less F-anions in 
the structure, it exhibits a slightly lower operating voltage than 
Na3V2(PO4)2F3 as mentioned above. However, a lower F con-
tent means a weaker inductive effect, which could result in a 
faster Na+ diffusion and a lower polarization.[280,281] Therefore, 
recently more works have focused on NVOPF. Improving the 
electronic conductivity of NVOPF is very important for the 
electrochemical performance. Goodenough group[282] prepared 
NVOPF/rGO sandwich structure as the SIB cathode by a facile 
one-step solvothermal method, and a high reversible capacity 
(120 mAh g−1 at C/20) and good cycling stability (200 cycles 
with retention of 91.4% at C/10) were achieved. Peng et al.[283] 
synthesized RuO2-coated NVOPF nanowires with the diameter 
of ≈50 nm, and a high reversible capacity of 120 mAh g−1 at 1 C  
and 95 mAh g−1 at 20 C after 1000 cycles were demonstrated 
when used as an SIB cathode. Yin et al.[218] obtained 3D gra-
phene skeleton encapsulated NVOPF nanoparticles through 
a spray-drying method. When used as an SIB cathode, a high 
capacity of 127.2 mAh g−1 was obtained, and outstanding high-
rate capability (70.3 mAh g−1 at 100 C) and excellent ultralong 

cycling stability (2000 cycles at 30 C with 83.4% retention) 
were achieved. Besides, a two-step single solid solution reac-
tion mechanism was revealed by in situ XRD measurements 
(Figure 20e). Guo group[281] recently reported a carbon-free 
NVOPF nano-tetraprisms, which also exhibited excellent high 
rate and long life performance when used as an SIB cathode. 
Besides, the superior low temperature performance was also 
demonstrated with a capacity retention of 76.4% as the tem-
perature decreased from 25 to −25 °C. Notably, Hu group[284] 
reported a rapid room-temperature strategy for large-scale syn-
thesis (150 g per batch) of NVOPF microspheres very recently, 
which is very significant for speeding up the commercialization 
of NVOPF cathode for SIBs.

Due to the high potentials of ≈3.7 and ≈4.2 V with 2 Na+ 
deintercalation, Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x has the ability to deliver a 
high energy density of ≈500 Wh kg−1. Recently, it was reported 
that the energy density of Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x can be fur-
ther improved. Ceder group[273] demonstrated that an addi-
tional Na+ insertion can be realized for Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F at 
≈1.6 V (Figure 20f) to reach Na4(VO)2(PO4)2F, which increases 
the theoretical specific energy to 600 Wh kg−1. Goodenough 
group[285] used first-principle calculations to predict that the 
third Na in Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F can possibly extract when sub-
stituting O with Cl to form Na3(VCl)2(PO4)2F. And the energy 
density of the new compound increases to 758 Wh kg−1 with 
three active Na+. Tarascon group[286] demonstrated that the 
activity of the third sodium in Na3V2(PO4)2F3 can be triggered 
by electrochemically charging to 4.8 V (vs Na+/Na) to form a 
disordered NaxV2(PO4)2F3, which can reversibly uptake 3 Na+ 
afterward between 1.0 and 4.8 V (vs Na+/Na). This provides a 
20% increase in energy density. These results together with the 
above-mentioned progresses indicate that Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3−2x 
is a very promising family for high-energy SIB cathodes.

5.5. Vanadium Pyrophosphate

The family of pyrophosphates hold potential for discovery of 
next generation cathode materials with high voltage.[287] The 
structure of these phases is built on robust P2O7 groups, which 
is created by two PO4 tetrahedral units linked with bridging 
oxygen. LiVP2O7 is a typical vanadium pyrophosphate, which 
has a theoretical capacity of 117 mAh g−1 with a high potential 
of 4.2 V (vs Li+/Li) when Li+ is extracted to form VP2O7.[288–290] 
NaVP2O7 has a theoretical capacity of 108 mA h g−1 in SIBs. 
However, the experimental study by Kee et al.[291] found that 
the initial specific capacity was only 38.4 mAh g−1 at 1/20 C 
(1 C = 108 mA g−1) in 2.5–4.0 V. Through DFT calculations and 
electrochemical characterizations, the authors proposed that 
the limited electrochemical activity of this compound is not 
only attributed to sluggish Na+ ion migration kinetics, but also 
intrinsically high resistance, which limits the phase transition 
kinetics between NaVP2O7 and Na1−xVP2O7. Barpanda et al.[292] 
reported a new Na2(VO)P2O7 for SIB cathode, and a high 
redox potential of ≈3.8 V (V5+/V4+) with a reversible capacity of 
≈80 mAh g−1 was achieved. Recently, another new promising 
vanadium pyrophosphate, Na7V3(P2O7)4, was reported by Kang 
group[293] and Deng group,[294,295] respectively. This phase was 
found to possess a high voltage over 4.0 V (based on V3+/V4+) 
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with reversible capacity of ≈80 mAh g−1 when used as an SIB 
cathode, and superior cycling stability over 500 cycles was dem-
onstrated. The good cycling performance was attributed to the 
small volume change (≈1%) and open crystal framework.

5.6. Vanadium-Based Mixed Polyanion Materials

Mixed polyanion materials further expand the research scope 
of polyanion materials and provide new opportunities for 
the high-energy batteries.[296] Vanadium-based mixed poly-
anion materials, mainly including Li9V3(P2O7)3(PO4)2

[297–300] 
and Na7V4(P2O7)4(PO4),[219,301–305] have been investigated. 
Na7V4(P2O7)4(PO4) was firstly reported by Lim et al.[219] in 2014 
as an SIB cathode. This material shows a 3D framework with 
well-defined ionic channels for Na+ insertion/extraction. The 
structure can be regarded as the repetition of a basic unit, 
(VP2O7)4PO4, in which a central tetrahedron [PO4] shares cor-
ners with four [VO6] octahedra, and every two adjacent [VO6] 
octahedra are linked by a [P2O7] group by sharing the corners. 
As a cathode material for SIBs, Na7V4(P2O7)4(PO4) was dem-
onstrated to exhibit a high single voltage plateau at 3.88 V 
versus Na+/Na. After optimized by rGO integration, the sample 
showed an initial capacity of 91 mAh g−1 at C/2, and retained 
78.3% after 1000 cycles. The authors pointed out that the 
observed single plateau and long cycle life was due to the exist-
ence of a shallow intermediate phase during charge/discharge 
processes, which can reduce the reaction barriers and result in 
a better kinetics during the battery operations.

5.7. Others

Apart from the above-mentioned typical vanadium phosphates, 
recently some works about the other types of phases have also been 
reported, including Na4VO(PO4)2,[306,307] Na3V(PO3)3N,[308,309]  
K3V2(PO4)3,[220,221] etc. These newly reported materials exhibit 
exciting properties and provide us new choices and opportunities 
in the way for better batteries. Na4VO(PO4)2 was demonstrated 
to be a potential high power cathode for SIBs.[307] The high 
power ability was ascribed to its open framework structure with 
large amounts of Na ions, which may provide numerous pos-
sible Na+ diffusion pathways. Electrochemical analyses revealed 
that one Na+ ions can be extracted through a biphasic reaction 
mechanism, with an average voltage of ≈3.5 V versus Na+/Na. 
Na3V(PO3)3N was demonstrated to be a new 4V-class cathode 
with zero-strain property for SIBs.[308] The volume change of this 
material was found to be only ≈0.24%, suggesting the virtually 
zero strain, which results in the excellent cycling stability with a 
capacity retention of ≈67% after 3000 cycles.

In this section, the structures, electrochemical performances, 
optimization strategies and charge storage mechanisms of dif-
ferent vanadium phosphates have been summarized and dis-
cussed. This family is highly promising for high-energy and 
long-life SIBs and PIBs, due to the high voltage, stable frame-
work and high thermal stability. Especially for Na3V2(PO4)3 and 
Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F, after taking full consideration of the high 
voltage, applicable specific capacity, excellent structure reversi-
bility, good thermal stability and the recent advances with facile 

synthesis and excellent performance, we believe that these 
phases are highly potential to realize commercialization in near 
future. Even though the low electronic conductivity is a non-
negligible drawback, it can be well addressed by carbon coating 
or other modification strategies based on recent investigations. 
For the commercialization, making a balance between superior 
performance (high rate and long life) and facile production 
(high yields and low cost) is very important. Besides, some new 
vanadium phosphate phases with outstanding electrochemical 
performance have been identified recently, which inspired that 
this family is deserved to be further explored.

6. Oxygen-Free Vanadium-Based Compounds

Oxygen-free vanadium-based nanomaterials, including vana-
dium sulfides, vanadium nitrides, vanadium carbides and 
vanadium selenides, have attracted interests for energy-related 
applications in recent years due to their unique and fascinating 
electrochemical properties. For example, VS2, VN, and V2C 
all have metallic properties with high electronic conductivity. 
Besides, VS2, VSe2 and V2C possesses typical layered structures 
with large interlayer spacing, which enables the reversible inter-
calation/deintercalation of cations with decreased diffusion 
barrier compared with vanadium oxides, due to the decreased 
electrostatic interactions. The high electronic conductivity and 
decreased ion diffusion barrier determine that they are good 
candidates for metal-ion batteries, especially for the emerging 
metal-ion batteries with larger ions (Na+ or K+) or multivalent 
ions (Zn2+, Mg2+, etc.) as charge carriers.

6.1. Vanadium Sulfides

Vanadium sulfides mainly include VS2 and VS4. VS2 is a typ-
ical layered transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), in which 
the layers are stacked together by weak van der Waals interac-
tions.[310] Like other TMDs, the structure feature of VS2 endows 
it a great potential as a graphene analogue and thus attracted 
enormous interests not only in energy storage,[311] but also in 
other fields such as sensors,[312] electrocatalysis,[313] and field 
emission.[314] Different from VS2, VS4 is a chain-like struc-
ture with S2

2− dimer.[315] The different structure features of 
these two vanadium sulfides also result in the totally different 
physicochemical and electrochemical properties.

6.1.1. VS2

VS2 was firstly reported as early as 40 years ago, but the sys-
tematic research works of this material mainly center on recent 
years, due to the lack of facile synthesis methods before. As 
mentioned above, VS2 is a typical layered TMD with an inter-
layer spacing of 5.76 Å, which was stacked by 2D sandwiched 
S–V–S layers (Figure 21a). Different from most of TMDs, like 
MoS2 and WS2 which are semiconducting, VS2 is metallic with 
high electronic conductivity.[316,317] The layered structure fea-
ture and the high conductivity of VS2 attracted considerable 
interests about its application in emerging energy storage.
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Recently, Sun et al. performed a systematic work about the Na+ 
storage property and mechanism of VS2 nanosheets.[77] The pre-
pared layer-by-layer VS2-stacked nanosheets (Figure 21b) exhibit 
a reversible discharge capacity of 250 mAh g−1 at 0.2 A g−1 in a 
voltage range of 0.4–2.2 V (vs Na+/Na) (Figure 21c). Long-term 
cycling performance for 600 cycles at 5 A g−1 with no capacity 
fading was demonstrated. Based on in situ XRD and ex situ 
TEM measurements, a highly reversible intercalation/dein-
tercalation mechanism accompanied by a two-phase reaction  
from VS2 to NaVS2 was revealed (Figure 21d,e). Besides, the 
authors found that the cut-off voltage was very important for the 
reaction mechanism and electrochemical performance. When 
the voltage range was from 0.01 to 2.2 V, a high initial capacity 
but a fast capacity fading was observed, due to the conversion 
reaction mechanism with the generation of Na2S in 0.01 V.

Zhou et al. further carried out a systematic work about VS2 for 
Li/Na/K storage.[78] They successfully synthesized hierarchical 
VS2 nanosheet assemblies by a facile hydrothermal method. 
The thickness of individual nanosheets was characterized to 
be only a few atomic layers. The as-prepared VS2 nanosheets 

were used for Li+, Na+, and K+ storage, respectively. Note that 
different from the above mentioned works, the electrochemical 
measurements for the hierarchical VS2 nanosheet assemblies 
were performed in a voltage window between 0.01 and 3.0 V. 
Impressively, much higher reversible specific capacities of 
>1000 mAh g−1 for Li+ storage, ≈700 mAh g−1 for Na+ storage 
and ≈400 mAh g−1 for K+ storage were achieved. Besides, good 
cycling stability not only for Li+ storage (500 cycles), but also for 
Na+ (200 cycles) and K+ storage (100 cycles) were also demon-
strated. The authors believed that the obtained outstanding 
performance was caused not only by the intrinsic properties of 
VS2, but also by the hierarchical ultrathin nanosheets structure.

VS2 was also regarded as a promising host material for 
multivalent-ion batteries since the large interlayer spacing and 
decreased electrostatic interactions with metal ions compared 
to vanadium oxides. The application of VS2 in ZIBs (Figure 21f) 
was investigated by He et al. recently.[76] It was found that the 
VS2 nanosheets exhibited a high capacity of 190.3 mAh g−1 at 
a current density of 0.05 A g−1 in a voltage range of 0.4–1.0 V  
(vs Zn2+/Zn) (Figure 21g), corresponding to 0.23 Zn2+ 

Figure 21. Crystal structure and electrochemical properties of VS2. a) Crystal structure of VS2. Reproduced with permission.[316] Copyright 2012, Nature 
Publishing Group. b) SEM image of layer-by-layer VS2-stacked nanosheets. c) Charge/discharge profiles of VS2 nanosheets for Na storage in 0.4–2.2 V 
(vs Na+/Na). d) In situ XRD characterization of VS2 nanosheets for Na storage in 0.4–2.2 V (vs Na+/Na). e) Illustration of the crystal phase transfor-
mation between VS2 and NaVS2 during Na intercalation/deintercalation. Reproduced with permission.[77] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. f) Illustration of the 
Zn//VS2 aqueous rechargeable Zn-ion battery. g) Charge/discharge profiles of the Zn//VS2 aqueous battery at different current densities in 0.4–1.0 V. 
h) Cycling performance of the Zn//VS2 aqueous battery at 0.5 A g−1. Reproduced with permission.[76] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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intercalation per formula. Two discharge voltage plateaus at 
0.72 and 0.63 V were observed, indicating a two-step Zn2+ inter-
calation process. Cycling stability for 200 cycles was demon-
strated (Figure 21h). By ex situ/in situ measurements, the 
highly reversible Zn2+ intercalation mechanism was revealed. 
Wu et al.[318] recently reported the application of VS2 as cathode 
for rechargeable AIBs. The graphene decorated VS2 exhibited a 
high initial discharge capacity of 186 mAh g−1 at 100 mA g−1. 
However, the fast capacity fading was observed even though 
there is no obvious structure degradation based on in situ XRD 
results. The intrinsic reason for the fast capacity fading requires 
a further clarification.

It should be noted that the research works about VS2 in energy 
storage are still infant at present, but the above publications have 
indicated that VS2 is a versatile material for emerging metal-ion 
batteries. Considering the 2D layered structure features with 
large interlayer spacing, metallic property and exfoliative char-
acteristic, VS2 nanostructures deserves more attention in energy 
storage in the future. As the advance in synthesis methods, more 
interesting works are expected to come out.

6.1.2. VS4

VS4 is another important vanadium sulfide which has a spe-
cial chain-like structure (Figure 22a). The interests about 
VS4 in energy storage starts from the work by Rout et al. in 
2013.[315] They found that VS4/rGO hybrids exhibited a high 
reversible Li+ storage capacity of 1066 mAh g−1 with a distinct 
voltage plateau at ≈2.0 V when cycled in the voltage range of 
0.01–3.0 V. Inspired by the impressive Li+ storage performance, 
Sun et al. further investigated the Na+ storage properties of 

VS4.[319] The prepared VS4 grown on rGO delivered an ini-
tial reversible capacity of 362 mAh g−1 at 100 mA g−1, which 
remained at 240.8 mAh g−1 after 50 cycles. Through ex situ 
TEM and XRD results, the authors proposed that Na2S and 
metallic V were generated at the end of discharge, suggesting 
a similar Na+ storage mechanism to that for Li+ storage. But 
the achieved Na+ storage capacity is much lower than that in 
the case of Li+ storage. To improve the electrochemical perfor-
mance of VS4, Zhou et al. synthesized VS4 nanoparticles rooted 
by amorphous carbon-coated multiwalled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs@a-C).[320] In such a prepared composite, the buried 
and unburied part of MWCNTs can increase the charge-transfer 
properties inside and outside, respectively, which results in a 
greatly enhanced electrochemical performance for Na+ storage. 
As an SIB anode, a high reversible capacity of 641 mAh g−1 was 
obtained at 0.1 A g−1, but the capacity started to decrease quickly 
only after 25 cycles. Wang et al.[321] further optimized the per-
formance of VS4 as SIB anode both in electrode and electrolyte. 
They found that using ester-based electrolyte resulted in much 
stable cycling performance than that using ether-based electro-
lyte. The stable cycling performance for 300 cycles (retained 
≈98% at 0.5 A g−1) with capacity of ≈400 mAh g−1 was obtained 
after optimization. They found that the residual Na-containing 
intermediate phases in desodiation process in ether-based elec-
trolyte account for the capacity fading.

Very recently, the application of VS4 as cathode for MIBs 
was also reported.[322] The sea-urchin-like VS4 nanodendrites 
(Figure 22b) were prepared through a solution-phase process, 
which exhibits reversible Mg2+ storage capacity of 137 mAh g−1 
at 50 mA g−1 and 106 mAh g−1 at 500 mA g−1 (Figure 22c). 
Besides, long-term cycling stability for 800 cycles at 500 mA g−1 
was also demonstrated. It is believed that chain-like structure 

Figure 22. a) Schematic illustration of the chain-like structure of VS4. Reproduced with permission.[315] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.  
b) SEM image of the sea-urchin-like VS4 nanodendrites. c) Charge/discharge profiles of VS4 nanodendrites for MIBs at different current densities.  
d) The illustration of the Mg2+ storage process of VS4. Reproduced with permission.[322] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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of VS4 with chains bonded by weak van der Waals forces is ben-
eficial for the diffusion of Mg2+ ions. Besides, the S2

2− dimers 
could provide abundant active sites for Mg2+ insertion. Based 
on the ex situ XRD and Raman spectra, it was found that the 
chain-like structure of VS4 was well preserved with morphology 
unchanged during Mg2+ insertion/extraction. Ex situ XPS 
together with DFT calculations revealed that the Mg2+ insertion 
resulted in partial reduction of S2

2− to S2− and partial oxidation 
of V4+ to V5+, forming Mg0.84VS4 at the final discharge state. In 
the charge process, the Mg2+ extraction results in the formation 
of Mg0.24VS4 in the charge state (Figure 22d). This work further 
indicates the application potential of VS4 for multivalent metal-
ion batteries.

6.2. Vanadium Nitride

Vanadium nitride (VN) is a rock salt structure similar to NaCl. 
An important characteristic of VN is its metallic electronic con-
ductivity (≈106 S m−1),[74,323] which together with the variety of 
oxidation states of V render it a promising candidate in electro-
chemical energy storage and conversion, including supercapac-
itors,[72,74,75,324–331] batteries[73,332–334] and electrocatalysis.[335–337]

The electrochemical properties of VN as battery anodes 
attracted interests because of its high electronic conduc-
tivity. Besides, the element V in VN has a high valence (+3 
for vanadium) compared with other metal nitrides (such as 
Cu3N, Ge3N4, Fe3N, etc.), suggesting a higher theoretical spe-
cific capacity (1236 mAh g−1 for VN). Wang et al. prepared 

hybrid 2D-0D graphene-VN quantum dots electrode for supe-
rior Na+ storage.[73] In such a structure, the 2D graphene 
backbone can accommodate the volume changes of 0D VN 
nanodots, prevent their aggregation during cycling and allow 
for fast ion/electron diffusion through the electrode. When 
used as SIB anodes, a reversible capacity of 237 mAh g−1 at 
0.2 C and 149 mAh g−1 at 5 C were achieved, and stable cycling 
for 800 cycles at 1 C was also demonstrated.

Except being used in metal-ion batteries, Sun et al.[323] and 
Zhong et al.[338] recently demonstrated the application of VN as 
a chemical anchor of polysulfides for high-performance Li–S 
batteries.

6.3. Vanadium Carbide

2D early transition metal carbides and carbonitrides, which 
are called MXenes, were recently discovered and extensively 
studied as a new family of 2D materials by Gogotsi and co-
workers.[79,339,340] Vanadium carbide (V2C) is a typical member 
of this family and attracted considerable interests about its syn-
thesis, characterization and application in energy storage.

Like other MXenes, 2D V2C was usually obtained by selec-
tively etching the atomic layers of Al from V2AlC phase using 
the HF solution (Figure 23a). In such an etching process, 
the etched Al layer will be replaced by the OH, O, and/or F. 
The replacement results in the transformation from strong 
metallic bonds between the Al–C layers to weaker hydrogen 
bonds, thus allowing for the facile preparation of 2D few 

Figure 23. a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of V2CTx. Reproduced with permission.[70] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. b) Schematic 
illustration of the crystal structure of V2CTx and the surface configurations. Reproduced with permission.[71] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. c) SEM image 
of the obtained V2CTx. Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. d) Ex situ XRD results of V2CTx during desodiation/
sodiation process. The peak marked by (*) represents unreacted V2AlC. Reproduced with permission.[70] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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layered V2C with the aid of sonication. By using this synthesis 
approach, the obtained MXene layer surface are generally not 
bare but terminated by OH, O and/or F atoms (Figure 23b). 
To differentiate from that with bare surfaces, the surface func-
tionalized MXenes were usually labeled as Mn+1XnTx.[79,339] 
The surface termination was found to have a significant 
impact on the electronic structure and energy storage capa-
bility of V2C.[341]

2D V2CTx was firstly synthesized by Naguib et al.[69] in 
2013 using the above-mentioned method (Figure 23c), but the 
yield was found to be around 60%, and unreacted V2AlC was 
detected. The Na+ storage properties and mechanism of V2CTx 
were investigated recently.[70,71] A high capacitance of ≈100 F g−1  
at 0.2 mV s−1 and ≈50 F g−1 at 50 mV s−1 was achieved for Na+ 
storage (at a voltage range of 1.0–3.5 V vs Na+/Na). The revers-
ible Na+ intercalation/deintercalation was evidenced by ex situ 
XRD results, with a 2.3 Å expansion/shrinkage of the inter-
layer spacing (Figure 23d). Based on 2D V2CTx as the positive 
electrode, a hybrid Na-ion capacitor was constructed coupled 
with hard carbon, and a capacity of ≈50 mAh g−1 (based on 
the total weight of both positive and negative electrodes) was 
achieved at C/3 with an average voltage of ≈1.5 V and a max-
imum voltage of 3.5 V.[70] To further understand the Na+ storage 
mechanism of V2CTx, Bak et al. applied several advanced spec-
troscopy analyses, including hard X-ray absorption near edge 
spectroscopy, soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy, etc. to study 
the charge storage mechanism during Na+ intercalation/dein-
tercalation between 0.1 and 3.0 V (vs Na+/Na).[71] Their results 
suggested that the V site was the redox reaction center which 
was responsible for the electrochemical charge storage. Based 
on the V K-edge energy shift from XANES spectra, the average 
charge transfer number of vanadium is about 0.2 electron per 
V atom, which corresponds to a theorical capacity of about  
94 mAh g−1, consistent well with the experimental results.

Note that the present synthesized V2CTx generally mixed with 
residual mother phase V2AlC, while the V2AlC phase is electro-
chemically inactive, which together with the functionalized layer 
surface will limit the experimental capacity from the theoretical 
one. Therefore, it is expected that there is still much room for 
the performance optimization and the capacity of this material 
can be further improved with the advance of the synthesis route.

In this section, several typical oxygen-free vanadium-based 
nanomaterials including VS2, VS4, VN, and V2C were discussed 
about their application in emerging metal-ion batteries. The 
intrinsic advantages of this group, such as high electronic con-
ductivity and low electrostatic reaction with metal ions, endow 
them great potential as high-performance electrodes for next-
generation metal-ion batteries. However, since the synthesis of 
these compounds suffers more challenges, the investigations 
about these materials in energy storage are still infant. Further 
studies to get deeper insights about the charge storage mecha-
nism or intrinsic electrochemical properties of these materials 
are required to confirm their future potential. Besides, atten-
tions should be paid on the oxygen sensitivity of these mate-
rials in air and the effect of oxygen erosion on the electrochem-
ical performance. Most importantly, the efficient synthesis 
strategies with both high impurity and high yields are highly 
required to push the development of these materials toward the 
practical applications.

7. Conclusions and Outlooks

The emerging electrochemical energy storage devices will 
definitely play vital roles in the future energy landscape of the 
world. The innovation of electrode materials is determinant for 
the development of emerging electrochemical energy storage 
devices. Vanadium-based electrode materials have a big family 
with a large number of members with various compositions, 
structures and properties, which provides huge possibilities for 
exploring and identifying new electrode materials for emerging 
energy storage. This review provides a comprehensive over-
view about the recent advances of vanadium-based nanomate-
rials in emerging metal-ion batteries, categorized by vanadium 
oxides, vanadates, vanadium phosphates and oxygen-free vana-
dium-based compounds. Among them, vanadium oxides and 
vanadates with moderate electrochemical potential and open 
structure attract extensive interests for multivalent metal-ion 
batteries, such as MIBs and ZIBs. Besides, vanadates group is 
fascinating which is like a treasure box; all kinds of interesting 
phases for potential applications in SIBs, PIBs, MIBs, ZIBs, 
and CIBs have been reported. Vanadium phosphates gener-
ally display high voltage for Na+ and K+ ions storage, indicating 
the potential to be promising cathodes for high-energy-density 
SIBs and PIBs. Oxygen-free vanadium-based compounds dis-
play unique features compared with vanadium oxides and vana-
dates, which also attract considerable interests for emerging 
SIBs, PIBs, ZIBs, and AIBs. Through this review, we can con-
clude that vanadium-based nanomaterials show great promise 
in next-generation metal-ion batteries beyond Li and deserve 
the further investigations. Here we would like to give our view-
points about the possible future development directions of 
vanadium-based nanomaterials for emerging energy storage:

1) The emerging aqueous ZIBs have the advantages of high en-
ergy/power density, low cost and high safety, showing high 
promise for large-scale energy storage. Vanadium oxides 
and vanadates generally have a moderate electrochemical 
potential, which is very suitable for aqueous electrolyte bat-
tery system. Notably, we have witnessed the great interests 
and exciting results about vanadium-based nanomaterials 
for aqueous ZIBs very recently. Therefore, we believe it 
is an important application direction of vanadium-based 
nanomaterials for aqueous ZIBs in the future. The disso-
lution problem of vanadium-based electrodes in aqueous 
electrolytes is a non-negligible issue. Resolving the dissolu-
tion problem through electrolyte optimization and electrode 
modification, and clarifying the detailed dissolution mecha-
nism are important targets in next step. Besides, the unam-
biguous characterization of the Zn2+ storage mechanism, 
including the structure evolution of vanadium-based nano-
materials, the effect of water (water cointercalation and the 
charge screen effect of water), and the relationships between 
electrode/electrolyte and electrochemical performance, are 
highly desired to push the development of vanadium-based 
electrodes for application in aqueous ZIBs.

2) Vanadium phosphates family has generated several prom-
ising high-voltage cathodes for SIBs which exhibit high 
potential to realize commercialization in near future, such 
as Na3V2(PO4)3 and Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F. Their superior 
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comprehensive properties, including high voltage, applicable 
specific capacity, excellent structure reversibility, good ther-
mal stability and high ion diffusion coefficient, are compa-
rable to or even better than the present commercialized LIB 
cathodes. The recently reported results also demonstrated 
that these cathode materials can exhibit ultrahigh rate capa-
bility and ultrastable cyclability after conductive modification. 
To realize the commercialization, making a balance between 
superior performance and facile production is very impor-
tant. Since the low valence state of vanadium in these phases, 
an inert atmosphere is necessary for the high-temperature 
calcination during the fabrication of Na3V2(PO4)3 and 
Na3(VO)2(PO4)2F, which may be an obstacle for their mass 
production. Therefore, in the next step, developing facile 
fabrication methods with high yields, low cost and effective 
conductive modification are very important for the practical 
applications of these promising cathodes. This target needs 
the joint efforts from industry and scientific community.

3) The emerging nonaqueous multivalent metal-ion batteries, 
such as Mg-ion batteries, Ca-ion batteries, and Al-ion bat-
teries, are important research directions for electrochemical 
energy storage fields in the future. Exploring suitable interca-
lation cathodes is a great challenge for these battery systems, 
since the sluggish diffusion kinetics of the multivalent ions 
in the solid phase which is caused by the strong electrostatic 
interaction. The diversity in structure, composition and prop-
erties of vanadium-based electrodes make it highly possible 
to discover suitable candidates for multivalent metal-ion bat-
teries. For example, the bilayered vanadium oxides have been 
demonstrated to possess superior Mg2+ intercalation/deinter-
calation properties, due to the large layer spacing over 10.0 Å 
and the charge shielding effect of crystal water in the inter-
layers. The oxygen-free chain-like VS4 have been reported to 
exhibit excellent Mg2+ storage properties, which can be main-
ly ascribe to the decreased electrostatic interaction between 
Mg2+ and S2

2− compared with Mg2+ and O2−. These examples 
are inspiring. But limited by the lacking of mature electrolyte, 
the related researches about vanadium-based electrodes for 
nonaqueous multivalent metal-ion batteries are still insuffi-
cient at present. The further investigations are expected to 
produce more encouraging results.

4) Whether using nanostructured materials for battery elec-
trodes or not is still a controversy. On the one hand, nano-
structured materials will effectively improve the cycling and 
rate performance of the electrodes, due to the increased 
electrode/electrolyte contact area, shortened ion diffusion 
distance, and better strain release, while on the other hand, 
nanostructured materials generally possess a low tap densi-
ty, which will result in a thicker electrode at the same mass 
loading, and thus a decreased volumetric capacity and en-
ergy density. The root of this contradiction originated from 
the present battery architecture. Our present batteries are 2D 
devices, in which the cathode, anode, separator and current 
collector are all 2D. This feature determines that it is always 
a tradeoff between energy density and power density, since 
a thick electrode is required for high energy while a thin 
electrode is desired for high power. Such a contradiction of 
present batteries also limits the practical application of nano-
structured materials. However, in the long run, we believe 

that nanostructured materials are the ultimate developing di-
rection for battery electrodes, especially in the emerging en-
ergy storage system where large-sized or multivalent ions are 
used as the charge carriers. To overcome the low tap density 
issue of nanostructured electrode materials, a thorough in-
novation of the battery architecture from 2D electrodes to 3D 
electrodes may be the future direction. Since an additional 
dimension is utilized for loading active materials, 3D elec-
trodes are potential to increase the active mass loading with-
out increase the charge transport pathway, thus essentially 
resolve the issue caused by low tap density of nanomaterials, 
and also resolve the contradiction between energy density 
and power density in present battery architecture.

5) Exploring unexploited vanadium-based electrodes is still 
necessary and important, even though a large number of vana-
dium-based materials have been investigated for electrochemi-
cal energy storage. The recently reported new vanadium-based 
electrodes are encouraging, such as CaV4O9 for Na-ion battery 
anode, bilayered Zn0.25V2O5 · nH2O for aqueous Zn-ion bat-
tery cathode, Mg0.3V2O5 · nH2O for Mg-ion battery cathode, 
etc. Unexploited field means new hope. The above examples 
inspired that we should keep going on the way for exploring 
and discovering new vanadium-based electrode materials for 
next-generation electrochemical energy storage devices.
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